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The degree of civilization in a society can be judged by entering its prisons.

                                                                                                 Fyodor Dostoevsky
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The following works have afforded me a brief 
glimpse into the realities and dilemmas that 
confront people living in isolation in window-
less concrete cells for protracted periods of time. 
They refl ct Jack’s personal and artistic evolution, 
his ability to locate his humanity through his 
relationships with the other members of his pod, 
and his own self exploration. 

It is through his letters, poetry and artwork that 
he has been able to channel his spirit and remain 
sane. It is through them that I have begun to 
understand the depth of the deprivation which 
people endure when placed in solitary confi e-
ment. Th s book is testimony to his ability to 
endure, evolve and grow. The background on 
the cover of the book replicates the metal mesh 
covering the door on his cell, his window to his 
concrete enclosed world.

I am eternally grateful to Margie Ghiz for her 
numerous insights and suggestions during the 
preparation of this book.
                                                        Sheila Pinkel

In the summer of 2011, I began corresponding 
with Jack L. Morris, a prisoner in the SHU (Se-
curity Housing Units) at Pelican Bay State Prison 
near Crescent City, California. In 2009, I received 
a portion of a letter he had written to Margie 
Ghiz about a mural I had done about the growth 
of incarceration in the United States. Ghiz has 
been a tireless advocate for prisoner rights and 
was responsible for bringing Jack’s artwork to my 
attention. I never expected that Jack and I would 
begin such a vigorous correspondence resulting 
in dozens of exchanges and a fl od of artworks 
and cards which he has sent me. 

Jack has been in solitary confi ement since the 
late 1980s, mainly because he has been validated 
as a gang member, a charge for which there is no 
external oversight.  I have been very impressed 
by his ability as an artist and author of poems 
and letters. I have also been impressed by the 
range of his curiosity and willingness to explore 
the books which I have been sending him and his 
commentary and insights, both intellectual and 
personal.       
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I’ve known Jack for almost ten years. By 
the time I first “met” him, I had owned the 
Midnight Special Bookstore and Cultural 
Center in Santa Monica for 23 years.   In 
2004, I received a letter from Jack, tell-
ing  me he was incarcerated in the SHU at 
Pelican Bay and that he had heard on the 
PBS TV station that we held art exhibitions 
and events by and for our community. He 
told me he was an artist and member of our 
community and wanted to exhibit his work. 
I wrote him that I didn’t mount exhibitions 
of the work of only one person, only group 
shows, and if he could organize an exhibi-
tion of the work of several people, we could 
have a show.  Much to my amazement, he 
did. He got five other artists who lived in his 
pod in the SHU to send me their work. I was 
knocked out. Their work was terrific.  I was 
also impressed that he was able to organize 
this, given that he lived in solitary confine-
ment in a 7’ x 9’ windowless concrete box. 
Their show was held at the bookstore on 
April 24, 2004
 
After that we began to correspond. The 
bookstore closed soon after the show. I 
continued the art shows by the Pelican Bay 
SHU artists, in bookstores, cafes, churches, 
schools and arts venues throughout the 
State of California. We stopped doing the 
shows for a while, but began again last year. 
In November, 2012, at the William Grant 
Still Cultural Center in Los Angeles, Jack’s 
work was featured in an exhibition of art 
by incarcerated and formerly incarcerated 
artists and got a wonderful response.  Our 
latest show at the Claremont Forum and 
Prison Library in March, 2013, just closed. 

I got some great feedback from people 
who were just beginning to learn about 
the condition of our prison system and the 
men and women who “live” in it. On Sunday, 
April 7, 2013, we opened a one week show 
at the Green Bean Coffee Shop at Occidental 
College, as part of a prison awareness week, 
which will also include panel discussions 
and poetry readings.
 
As we continue to write I am always amazed 
by Jack’s insight and humor; he is intel-
ligent and always, always ready to learn.  
He has a quality that I guess people would 
call doggedness or perseverance. To me it’s 
more than that.  When I wrote Jack a few 
years ago, bemoaning how many times I 
was getting turned down when I would ask 
venues and organizations if they would host 
art shows, he wrote back and told me he 
had probably written a thousand letters for 
a thousand different reasons and  got very 
few responses.  “But that’s all you need!”  
He told me getting turned down was no big 
thing; as long as I was asking, I would even-
tually get my art shows.  I did. I love him for 
that!
 
I have visited Jack several times at Pelican 
Bay.  At first I was apprehensive, because I 
didn’t know how someone who had been in 
solitary for so long would act. My apprehen-
sion was dispelled as soon as I met him.  He 
was warm, welcoming and full of conversa-
tion.  It was hard leaving Jack knowing he 
was returning to what these men call “a 
living tomb.”

                 Margie Ghiz 
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Poetry

Letter, October 30th, 2012:

I have written over 100 poems. I don’t know if you’d be interested in see-
ing all sides of my personality. Just keep in mind, because I live in Soli-
tary Confi ement, my isolation and subsequent writing is about imagi-
nary truth. Example: if its a love poem I wrote, in all likelihood its based 
on what I imagine it would, should or could be, not what was or is. 

Letter, February 17, 2013:

I started writing poetry when I was sent to solitary confi ement in 
San Quentin in 1987. After spending hours, days, weeks , months and 
ultimately years confi ed in a concrete box I had to exercise my brain or 
lose it. Poetry allowed both mental stimulation and emotional release. 
Poetry, my poetry was not commenced out of love of word or expres-
sion. It was practiced out of necessity and evolved into enjoyment, 
pleasure and expression.
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Art Works

Letter, February 17, 2013:

I began to draw because I did not have money to buy greeting cards. And I felt bad 
having to ask others who knew how to draw if they would draw me one. So, I began 
doing my own. They were bad but they worked and drawing consumed time. When 
locked in a cell, time consumption, at times, becomes important (some times).

Letter, August 5, 2012:

The last drawing I did for you using pastels, I thought could use more brilliance to 
heighten the colors, sooooo what I did was create a paint-like mixture. I got one of the 
peanut butters given for lunch. I emptied it out on ten(10) toilet paper squares allowing 
the paper to asorb the oil for 24 hours. I removed the pb, twisted the paper to extract 
the oil catching it in an empty mustard pack. I then scraped pastel chalk, mixed with 
oil which enhances the color.

Letter, September 16, 2012:

Prior to the hunger strike of July 2011, solitary confi ement prisoners were not al-
lowed art supplies. We made colors by scraping colored paper pulp out of old maga-
zines. Then massage the pulp into the drawing or use color candy coating from M & 
Ms, Koolaid, vitamins or coffee. Since the strike and our access to pastels and colored 
pens, our only concern, how to enhance the brilliance of  the color. Time and experi-
mentation provided the answer, oil. Our only access to oil, our peanut butter packs. Af-
ter experimenting with quantities (powder pastel: oil and forms of application (which 
is important) experimentation became developed application. Since paper absorbed oil 
and works as a filter to extract peanut butter particles, we could use the oil coated pa-
per to go over applied pastel or make an oil base paint by twisting the paper to extract 
a few drops of oil into scraped pastel powder. Its messy but fun. 
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LETTERS
Excerpts of letters
received between

July 2011 and
March 2013
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July 24, 2011

I was sitting in my confi ement attempting to 
shut out thoughts of the free world, when sud-
denly, I heard what I believed to be the guard 
stopping in front of my cell, a rare event at mail 
call. (I seldom get correspondence). My back 
was to the bars but with this unusual occurrence 
developing behind me, forcing me to turn around 
only to see the fl or guard, simultaneously, hear-
ing my name, I replied with my prison name (my 
prison number).

You can imagine my surprise and excitement 
when a manila envelope was pushed up under my 
cell door. I watched it as it slide across the fl or to 
reveal mail (hip hip horray!) (smile).

I didn’t recognize the single name, nor the writ-
ing, but I wasted  no time, nonetheless, open-
ing the object of my curious nature. It felt like 
Christmas in July (smile). All I needed was a cup 
of eggnog.

So you don’t think I’m exaggerating about my 
lack of mail. I’ll demonstrate. In the joint men 
are always looking for pen pals, since the internet 
opens up to prisoners it has been productive. I’ve 
seen some overwhelmed with letters, so much so, 
they gave hook ups (addresses) to other prison-
ers to write. I put my name and bio on the web 
seeking to fi d a pen pal, spent $40.00 looking for 
anyone interested. After three months I received 
one response from a woman in Australia. It 
didn’t last long. I’ll tell you about it in our future, 
remind me. Soooo, you see why I was happy to 
get your letter.

Several years ago Margie sent me a copy of your 
9’ x 12’ mural. I enjoyed looking at it and reading 
the interesting, historical topics. I shared it with 
the seven men living in my world, then I hung 
it on my wall where it stayed numerous months. 
One day everything in my cell was taken by the 
screws. Never seen it again after that. Soooo, 
when I say thank you for sending me another, 
once again I enjoyed it and shared it with the new 
men in my pod (that’s what we call our living 
environment, eight men pods).

I’ll not hang it, instead I’ll put it away and in the 
future share it with new men. The 5” x 7” card 
“Real Eyes”. Wow! Trials and tribulations, wisdom 
and knowledge. I look at the depiction and 

wonder if this ancient warrior has ever known 
pleasure minus deception. Sheila, thank you for 
sharing with us. You have a keen eye.

Before I get too far into my letter let me despoil 
a misconception Margie has of me. She told you 
that I’m an exceptional man. She may believe 
that at times. I’ve dazzled her with brilliance. In 
reality, I have only baffled her with “B.S.” (smile). 
You wrote “I would love to get to  know you bet-
ter.” To do that, via correspondence we have to 
read emotions, through descriptions. Can you 
describe your feelings?

Our letter writing will become our art form; paint 
me a picture of your life. I’ll reciprocate.
Sheila, I’m closing this short introduction so I can 
mail your letter. Totally enjoyed both your art and 
correspondence. Look forward to hearing more.

Respectfully,
 Jack L. Morris

P.S. Not sure whether you heard or not but there 
was a major food strike/hunger strike over the 
last 20 days. Some 6,500 prisoners throughout 
California participated. What was so interesting 
about this strike was that the prison system in 
their attempt to isolate and segregate, managed to 
unite all the races under one common cause. I’ve 
been in prison more than 30 years and it’s the fi st 
time  I have seen it happen. 6,500 prisoners in 
one united cause. Wow! Oh, the strike ended with 
concessions, limited now, broader in the future. 
Have you ever seen or heard of Pelican Bay’s Se-
curity Housing Unit before? It’s not a nice place.
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September 11, 2011

I wanted to get at you to let you know of some 
of the events that have been taking place here at 
Pelican Bay State Prison and other joints around 
the state.

First, because of your support and other’s during 
the hunger strike, there has been movement with-
in the walls. The ones right now are not major but 
appreciated nonetheless.  

We were issued Watch Caps (beanies) for the 
cold weather. Before, our ears were allowed to 
fall off ith the frost (smile). You would see guys 
coming in from the dog walk with their frozen 
hands covering their frozen ears (smile). With 
the Watch Cap its better.  We were provided 
proctors so we could resume college correspon-
dence classes through various colleges around 
the United States. And, fi ally we were issued a 
handball as exercise equipment in the yard. Now 
we can throw a ball against the wall for 1½ hours 
(wow!!) These three items we’ve been provided 
with already and it made a difference to men who 
didn’t even have that for two decades. 

We were also told we can now purchase sweats 
(pants and shirts) for the cold weather. Th s will 
make a big difference when out in the 50 degree 
cold surrounded by concrete walls that retain the 
cold. Finally, we won’t have to bite down on our 
tongue to keep our teeth from chattering.

Some of the things that might take place in the 
future: the guards are talking about giving us one 
phone call, one picture a year. So we can contact 
our families, and, let them see what their loved 
ones look like (how nice of the guards). The most 
important issue is the administrators are talking 
about reviewing the procedures used to confi e 
us (inmates) in the SHU indeterminately based 
on alleged gang association and/or activity.

While the prison is doing these things, I was con-
tacted by a human rights organization which is 
going to file human rights violations court action 
on all of California’s SHUs and units, a viola-
tion of United Nations denial of torture against 
prisoners. A lot of activity this year. At least 
things should get better, by exposing the secrets 
of the prison system. What needs to change is the 
“Parole System” of California. All it is is political 
pay-back employment.

I’m looking into the possibility of taking some 
college courses here at the prison. I need about 
1/3 of the necessary credits for my AA, mostly 
electives. I wrote the Education Department here 
at the joint. So, now I’m on a  holding pattern to 
get the 411 – that’s right, 35 years in the joint – 
and I’m still hip (smile). 

Have a great day, Sheila. Thi k of us always. Give 
your students my best. Tell them “Don’t break the 
law unless they can afford the justice…!!!” 

October 16, 2011

Its my opinion a teacher is one of the most hon-
orable and important professions any individual 
can underetake. 35 years! Can you even begin 
to imagine or have you ever thought about how 
many minds you’ve influenced? Half a life time 
sharing yourself with others, and all you want to 
do is continue doing it. Wow! 

Sheila, I completely understand your meaning, 
“you teach consciousness.” Can I ask and, I hope 
this doesn’t sound disengenuine, to what pur-
pose? What is the goal of exposing your students 
to poverty, disregard and inhumanity? Is it for in-
troducing them to different mediums to sharpen 
their artistic eye via the photo lens. Or a chance 
to effect change with the use of documentation 
via photography? I will tell you this, whatever 
your reasons, I think your methods are eye open-
ing. I’m amazed. 

You indicated that you and your students went 
to Tijuana to tour the California/Mexico border, 
viewed the walls (crazy) and assembly plants. You 
saw workers living below the plants adjacent to 
polluted waters  from plant runoff ( ow!). Are 
those maquiladoras? I once saw a program on 
public T.V. about the atrocious working condi-
tions of assembly plants in Mexico, the danger 
workers face and what was described as slave 
wages. When you went, were you fearful?

There’s this guy here in my living environment 
that lived on the border and is intimately famil-
iar with the maquiladoras. He tells me your trip 
could have been dangerous. He said the women 
are treated terribly. So when you told me your 
students were shocked by the experience, I can 
believe you. Your method of exposure makes a 
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October 16, 2011 (continued)

subject come to life. Its like you said, experience 
makes the subjects come to life fi st hand. 

The only thing I know about photography is my 
neighbor gets Outdoor Photography and Popular 
Photographer once a month via a magazine sub-
scription. I haven’t been photographed in 30 years 
except mug-shots by guards who don’t allow me 
to see them.

We’re now allowed to take one picture a year. I 
haven’t done so yet, don’t have the money for the 
photo-ducket. I’m told once we take the picture 
we will not be allowed to get copies made and 
sent back to us so we can send it to family and 
friends who haven’t seen us in decades – that aint 
Kool. Maybe a computer alteration could make 
it look like the photo was taken in the free world 
with a new facial image.

I heard on the news that a woman intends to give 
birth in public as an artistic expression. I can’t 
believe it. I do believe birth can be claimed as 
a miracle, but artistic expression? I’m not sure. 
What’s your take? 

What’s up with me and my world. I have to admit 
there have been some major changes. I’ve been 
in isolation a quarter century, in Pelican Bay 
isolation since 1991. In all that time I’ve never 
known anything positive. In fact, this prison and 
its personnel’s purpose, infli t much torture to 
break us. Because of recent court decisions there 
is a potential impact on Security Housing Unit 
confi ement, which is much more expensive than 
general population inmate housing and budget 
feasibility. Plus the blight brought on by the hun-
ger strike has resulted in a possible new policy in 
the works. Th s changes how inmates are placed 
in the hole based on alleged gang membership as-
sociation or activity. What does that mean? Some 
of us might get out of isolation after decades of 
solitary confi ement.

Because of the hunger strike we were issued 
watch caps for the cold weather, a handball to 
play with on the yard. Of course, its a walk alone 
yard so you can only play against yourself. At 
least you never lose (smile). We’re allowed to get 
calendars (12” x 14” closed), stamps (40 total), 

writing paper (3 tablets), greeting cards (5 total) 
We can buy sweat shirts and pants (special pur-
chase), color pens, pastels, drawing paper and 
photo ducket out of the canteen (if no rule viola-
tion in a year). Plus we might get one phone call a 
year. Sheila, these are major program changes.

As far as what’s up with me personally. I keep 
busy, trying to learn law. I’m pursuing a civil 
rights case in Federal Court relating to my place-
ment in isolation. Plus, I filed a writ of habeas 
corpus on the Parole Board’s denial of my parole 
in 2010. Its major on the job training that re-
quires knowledge on local  principles and theo-
ries. What’s time consuming is writing all the 
documents by hand (smile).

In my leisure time (which is not often) I’ll read, 
draw, write poetry or play a game of chess. I just 
fin shed an 8” x 10” drawing of a Phoenix using 
two black inks and scraped colored paper pulp 
message into the medium for aesthetic purposes. 
The talons hold a ribbon written in in “Heros 
never live and legends never die”. It now sits in an 
envelope with nine others I’ve done in the last 15 
months.

The hunger strike is still going. Thi gs are getting 
retaliatory on the administrators behalf. Thou-
sands have received serious rule violation reports. 
Physical yard access has been suspended, visit-
ing and canteen availability have been denied, 
adverse cell shuffl g implemented. The majority 
of strikers have ended their physical participa-
tion. The remaining men will continue until their 
bodies fail. Some will get off; ther’s back on. The 
unity that has developed in a world segregated by 
race and geography seems to be solidifying into 
a common purpose (interesting). Exposure has 
diminished but I expect that’ll change if someone 
expires.

I’ve heard through the walls that there are indi-
viduals still in discussion with administrators. 
That’s promising.

I better end this letter which I turned into a book. 
Please be careful out in the free world. Thi k of 
me. I will you.
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October 19, 2011

We had some rain up here last week, but very 
little for this part of the world. I expect rain will 
start in ernest in approximately 30 – 40 days. 
When it begins it’s rain continuously until some-
time in May.

When I went to the Classifi ation Committee, 
I was able to talk to the captain. He described 
how administrators were discussing possible 
ways to change the form with which alleged gang 
members/associates are locked up indefin tely in 
isolation. I believed he was sincere in what he was 
expressing. The description seemed as though 
it might work. It is based on a ten point system 
where individual sources of information are as-
signed point values. Of course, it all depends on 
practice, and that has always been the issue.

I was reading in a newsletter one of the guys in 
here gets about issues involving life prisoners. 
The article discussed the possibility of changing 
the juvenile sentence of “life without possibility 
of parole” (LWOP) to life. I believe it will pass 
because its crazy to put kids in prison forever 
because of a crime committed before their brains 
have developed to know the difference between 
right and wrong or to practice self control The bill 
you mentioned (SB391), I haven’t heard anything 
about it. What does it say? How does it look in 
Sacramento?

Let me give you a curriculum vitae about me. 
When I was young, before I began coming to 
jail (grade school-high school) I was a very bad 
student. I had fallen far behind in my education 
in every subject. Thereafter I lacked basic skills 
or knowledge to maintain equal pace with the 
curriculum and as a result I developed severe 
self-esteme issues which contributed to acting out 
in negative behavior. The rest is documented in 
arrest records.

When I went to the  Youth Authority (YA) for 
two years I was soooo lacking educationally that 
even in a world of uneducated criminals, I was 
considered the worst. Ultimately I was placed 
into a special educational environment. I was so 
embarrassed. But, it was my beginning towards 
auto didaction. In prison isolation, instead of sur-
rendering to insanity, I began educating myself. 
Sitting in an empty cell, by myself, I started from 
the beginning. In YA before I paroled I obtained 

my diploma. I accumulated units, not knowl-
edge. I took the GED for fun,, passed and sought 
out education in place of employment. I wanted 
something that couldn’t be taken from me. I’m 
now hooked on learning. I’d like to continue my 
education towards a BA. Hopefully I can. I don’t 
have a major. The free world is foreign to me. Any 
suggestions on how I can decide this?  When I 
came to prison disco was the craze and apple was 
something you ate (smile).

Yes, I do have to pay for college courses I take. In 
2008 when I was taking courses here at PBSP I’d 
have to buy my books (most of us use internet 
books) and a study guide ($10). Once some of the 
guys in a pod bought books, we simply swapped 
books for any additional courses. The more guys 
in a pod taking courses the cheaper the course 
becomes. I’ve collected internet sites that offer 
books at extremely reduced prices. I always try to 
prepare for the future event if I’m not sure until it 
develops.

As for family and friends. Yes! I still have some 
in the free world. I’m blessed in that regard. I try 
not to be a burden on them by asking for fi an-
cial assistance. I appreciate when people write 
and send love, when they assist me I count my 
blessings twice. Usually, they’ll write, tell me they 
have some $ for me and I’ll write back. As far as 
stamps, paper or cards, they just send them. I’m 
not allowed to work for pay in prison because 
in isolation only those who can afford corre-
spondence courses (education) have anything to 
do beside cell time. Me, I do a lot of legal work, 
trying to keep busy in cell activities to occupy my 
mind. You know the saying, “Use It or lose it.”

I wish I knew my family history. I don’t even 
know my grandfather on my father’s side. Of 
course, that’s because he left y grandmother and 
family long before my existence. I can understand 
your direction to your students and everyone, 
there is always hope. Why do I feel when you 
were writing that part of your letter you were 
refl cting on me. Your concerned for me, are you 
not? I’m touched. I live in a world where concern 
is not a readily expressed or felt emotion. It feels 
good to experience it.

Estimadameate,
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November 7, 2011

Your letter dated 10/30 found me doing good. As 
I read your letter I experienced both anger and 
joy, roller coaster of emotions for a man attempt-
ing to cover them up. Thank you.!

The fi st lines of your letter had me rolling on 
the ground with laughter. You wrote, “I’m glad 
you decided to puruse a life of education instead 
of going crazy.” Thanks, I think I made a good 
decision (ha ha), although I still question it at 
times (smile). So, my letter was so important to 
you that you wanted to put it in a safe place only 
to forget where that was. We have something in 
common. Once I received a new pair of tennis 
shoes. We’re only allowed to wear tennis shoes. 
One of the guys in my pod (that’s what they call 
our housing unit) wanted to see my new kicks. I 
sought to retrieve them from my locker only to 
discover they were gone. You have to understand 
I live in a cell no bigger than a small bathroom. 
So, I began looking all around for them, racking 
my brain trying to remember where I could have 
put them. No luck. I started to wonder, did I leave 
them on the tier accidentally which was totally 
illogical. I looked up because I was on my hands 
and knees looking into the locker located under 
my concrete bunk and told the guy standing at 
my cell front I couldn’t fi d them with, in all 
likelihood, a puzzled look on my face. He asked 
me, “Are these them on your feet? Wow! Wheels 
spinning in the mud moment.  Talk about putting 
something away for safe keeping (smile). I can 
understand a letter being misplaced, but shoes 
on one’s feet (wow!) Welcome to my world.  Hey, 
at least we both found what we were looking for, 
right? (glass half full moments). 

The description of Duroville (in Coachella Val-
ley) sounds atrocious! I read a book on Cesar 
Chavez, farm workers labor organizations and the 
Chicano movement in California. I was surprised 
to read that Chavez called INS reporting illegal 
workers in the fi ld. I couldn’t understand why 
he’d do something like that. I believed his desire 
was to help migrant workers. Then I realized that 
employers had to be deprived workers if the goal 
was to be achieved. I still don’t know how I feel 
about it. Nor do I know how I feel about the 300 
broken down trailers located on Native American 
land and renting to migrant workers. Is it exploi-
tation based on greed or necessity based on need? 
Its dangerous to human health.

O.K., let me see if I can articulate this and ac-
curately describe the similarities. You wrote, 
“There are not Americans lining up around the 
block waiting for the jobs in the fi lds when the 
INS sweeps and deports undocumented workers. 
The only people left o do the work are prisoners.” 
(another exploited work force). I believe you. But, 
Sheila, I’m locked in a cell 24 hours a day, have 
been for decades. I would LOVE to do fi ld work. 
Yes, exploitation it would be! But, when a future 
condition is better than the present the choice 
is clear, even though the future choice is deplor-
able. I can identify with migrant workers seeking 
a better life, even when that life leads us through 
horrendous conditions. The obvious move, to 
try and make the next move better. That’s where 
people like you come in, Sheila. You remind us 
we’re worth  more than herbicide and pesticide 
contaminated water, that we should  not only 
strive to avoid suffering, but seek out happiness.

As far as writing, I’ve done a lot. Over 35 years of 
imprisonment I wrote a book  (for self-preserva-
tion) and to keep my mind clear while I acclimate 
to isolation and I’ve drawn and written a few 
hundred poems (a sanity thing). I’d love to share 
them. When I get some stamps I’ll send you some 
drawings if you give me an honest critique and 
opinion.

I received and read the book “Catch 22”. Wow! 
The writing was good. As I read, I thought how 
difficult it must have been drafting a story that 
intentionally lead into contradiction, opposi-
tion and uncertainty. Everyone was at the mercy 
of someone else. But, no one knew who that 
someone was. I think a good example was Milo’s 
commercial endeavors. He had to sell to all and 
buy from all, each dependent on some other 
unknown. It reminded me of men who become 
paranoid in solitary confi ement developing the 
belief that everyone is out to do something to 
them. I think “Catch 22” can be a metaphor for 
life, like the serenity prayer for Alcoholics anony-
mous “Change the things you can, accept the 
things you can’t, the wisdom to know the differ-
ence”. I enjoyed the book. Thank you very much. 
I’m going to share it with the other in my pod.

Right now my leisure time for reading is re-
stricted to legal work. I don’t know the law sooo I 
spend all day almost every day reading legal
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books and try to figu e out how to draft leg l doc-
uments motions and briefs. Since I don’t have an 
attorney, I’m in ’on the job training mode’ (smile). 
That also applies to the offer for a magazine. 
Thank you, nonetheless.  If you’d like to do some-
thing for me I’ll accept some stamps (40) and 
three white line tablets of paper so we can stay in 
contact. Our friendship, Sheila, is not gonna be 
based on what you send me. It’ll be based on our 
growing knowledge and understanding of each 
other. If I need something in the future, I’ll ask 
and if you are in the position to help, fi e. If not, 
that’ll be fi e also.  o.k.?

Personal information: my dad was in the military 
most of his life (Navy & Army). I was raised by 
my mother and her parents (grandfather and 
mother). My dad died in 2000 (kidney). My 
mother still lives in Norwalk. I have two sisters, 
both older than me. I was the youngest. My 
middle sister lives in Whittier. My older one, I 
don’t’ know where she’s at. Every now and then 
I hear from my mother and middle sister (let-
ters). When I was down at Tehachapi Prison they 
came to visit me. It was fantastic. It was the fi st 
time I held them in a quarter century. I write 
other people but I don’t get much mail in return. 
I understand life is consuming. Most people 
don’t have time to write. When I do get mail I’m 
thankful. Margie put me on the internet last year. 
I received one letter from an Australia couple. 
They write every few months. I’ ve been in prison 
a long time. Most people don’t even remember 
me anymore.

You wanted to know when I’m let out of my cell 
to the yard is it outside? Yes! Our yards are like 
walking in a grave. The only difference, a grave 
has dirt walls, our  yards have concrete. No view 
except straight up (27’ x 12’ x 25’). All yards are 
walk alone, but we get fresh air when it comes 
over the top (like rain)(smile). I’m allowed out 1 
½ hours a day, except when we are locked down. 
Because of the prison architecture design I’m able 
to talk to seven men locked in my pod. The Secu-
rity Housing Unit (SHU), pronounced shoe) has 
two facilities “D and D”. D facility (where I live) 
has ten blocks (1-10), six pods per block (A-F). 
Each pod has eight cells, four up, four lower. The 
front of the cell 

has steel ½” plates with hundreds of dime size 
holes punched into it. Th s allows me to talk 
through the holes to the other men in m pod. 
We seldom leave our pods because each pod has 
two showers, one upper, one lower and the yard 
is located at the back of each pod. No pod has 
windows or any views in the SHU. We live in an 
above the ground, underground world.

I was proud to obtain my high school diploma 
(cya) and GED (PBSP) enrollment in college 
as  something no one in my family has ever 
participated in. I know I’m capable of obtaining 
degrees because I love learning and enjoy col-
lege. The courses available to us here are similar 
to those offered to free people. Our cost is less. 
We’re not required to pay enrollment cost or fees, 
only books and work books. That’s how it was 
before I left ere in 2008. I’ve written the educa-
tion department requesting all information. I’ve 
also located web-sites that offer college books at 
a reduced prices. I’m enclosing some courses and 
past grades I’m proud of. I’m also sending you a 
poem I wrote about Pelican Bay (honest opinion).

Poem:

You’ve heard the stories of San Quentin’s past
And the note’s sung of Folsom Blues
Well, here’s the tale of Pelican Bay
Where your yellow jumpsuit matches your shoes.
It’s a place of loneliness and reached despair
Thoughts of happiness do not dare
Where nothing is taught and nothing is spared,
Where isolation is all that we share.
It’s a place we live, 
Day by day,
Inside a cell,
Locked in a cage.
They try to break us in numerous ways.
But the harder they try, the harder we stay.
Physical beatings nor mental dismay,
Break not a man nor will this bay.

J. Morris
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“Thank you” for the stamps and paper you sent 
me. I truly appreciate it ‘a lot’. I now have the 
means to send you this drawing I did last year. 
It’s for you. I hope you like it. I originally did it 
in black ink. But, as I mentioned in one of my 
letters to you, because of the hunger strike we 
are now allowed to purchase colored pens and 
pastels from the canteen. My neighbor purchased 
both and he let me use the pens. I put some color 
behind the goldfish to make it stand out and give 
the illusion of submerged. 

So, you’d like to know what my world consists of. 
O.K. You asked why I’m in the SHU. The Califor-
nia Department of Corrections and Rehabilita-
tion (CDCR) locks up anyone suspected of mem-
bership or association with a prison gang. Back 
in 1984 the prison  system began to expand and 
thousands of prisoners were locked in the new 
isolation unit. Evidence of gang membership or 
association was predicated on information from 
confide tial informants. Information, whether 
true or not, wasn’t considered. The only criteria 
to justify locking an inmate up indetermenently 
in the SHU was the level of alleged activity as 
innocuous as talking to someone suspected or 
identifi d by a confide tial informant as being an 
alleged gang member or associate. I have actually 
asked for a polygraph exam to prove I’m not a 
gang associate, only to be denied. I’ve been in the 
SHU more than twenty three years. I was put in 
the SHU in 1986 (October). 

In 2008, I was let out of the SHU for 30 days, until 
a confide tial informant gave confide tial infor-
mation on me and I was put back in the SHU. You 
have to remember, I have not violated any rule or 
regulation in prison, but I fill a cell in the SHU 
and it costs more to keep me in the SHU than 
in the general prison population. That means 
the prison system gets more money to pay more 
guards, a bigger union with political power, larger 
California work force and all the inlet channels 
to support my SHU placement. I’m a cash cow 
(smile). How sad! When I fi st came to prison I 
was 18, sent to San Quentin (1979). I spent five 
years there and Folsom Prison, as well as six or 
seven others.

Yes, I am locked in my cell alone 22½  hours a 
day. The other 1½ I’m allowed outside – alone. 
I’m able to talk to other guys in my pod but not 

fact-to-face, only by talking through the bars. 
They hear my voice. I hear theirs when they are 
let out of their cell to go to the yard. I can see 
them walk by my cell sometimes and they can 
see me. We share everything most of the time, 
including our life stories both before prison and 
during, as well as dreams for the future for those 
who have a chance to get out and for those with 
no chance at freedom, we’ll share dreams both 
lost and fantasized about.

Men don’t share their fears outright, but if you 
listen close enough and long enough, you develop 
a sense of one’s fears, hopes, dreams and expecta-
tions. Its like living in an X-Ray machine. Eventu-
ally you see all the way through everyone, plus 
I’ve known some of these guys three decades.

Before I close, “Happy Thanksgiving”. Do you 
have any plans, big meal? Eat some pie for me 
with ice cream (smile).
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Today was my lucky day (Merry Christmas to 
me). At mail call (4:30 p.m.) the guard came to 
my cell and brought me two envelopes from you, 
one dated 12/10 and a second 12/16 (post offic
meters). I write on the 20th. 

Your second letter was fantastic. Enclosed stamps 
which I am very thankful for. Stamps are my 
only way to communicate with the real world. 
Every time you send me some what you are doing 
is providing me with the opportunity to reach 
outside the confi ement of walls into a world that 
is by all measure purposely isolated to me by my 
captors.. Soooo, thank you very much.

Thank you for sending the X-Ray pictures. I 
explained how the positive and negative charges 
react to create the halo effect on the pictures. 
Most of the guys started laughing when I told 
them the fish you X-Rayed was a shrink wrapped 
Safeway bought trout. We were speculating and 
assuming some pre-historic species discovered 
in the Mariana Trench (412 feet deep) and what 
we believed were sand dollars turned out to be 
onions (ha ha). Talk about art being subjective 
(smile). As for your description on how the halo 
effect is developed, it was very clear. I never knew 
how X-Rays worked. Now I do. You have made 
me a wiser man.

Also enclosed, your wonderful photographs 
(wow!). I totally enjoyed looking at them, still do, 
particularly the pictures of the groups of people. 
I look and see  “differences”. Different people, 
clothes, ethnicity, colors, signs and shapes. I see 
the world through your lens. I’m happy and sad 
a the same time because it reminds me of my im-
prisonment where one see’s absolutely no differ-
ence. A world developed with the objective of in-
fli ting sensory deprivations in the most devious 
of forms, isolation and mental dismay, designed 
with the purpose of breaking men(control). It 
is truly torture, psychological in every ‘sense’ of 
the word. I’ve seen men lose contact with reality 
left nly to travel the dark corridors of their own 
mind. The terrible thing at Pelican Bay, criminals 
are no longer distinguishable from their jailers. 
Your pictures provoke recollection for me. Thank 
you.

Finally, but far from least, the money you sent. 
Your generosity is heart warming. With your 

kindness I’ll purchase needed cosmetics, colored 
pens, pastels and some art paper (new items as a 
result of the hunger strike) plus some junk food. 
I won’t be able to  go until February because this 
prison holds all money sent via check or money 
order for 30 days as opposed to immediately put-
ting it in an inmate’s account when sent. Now I 
have something to look forward to. Thank you.

Sheila, I’m going to describe a precaution for us. 
If you send me money, stamps or anything in the 
future so these people cannot misconstrue your 
generosity for any spurious act, which they will 
do, please say you are sending me a gift (ex mple, 
here is a gift f stamps, etc.) The reason I write 
this: a month ago I sent a card to a friend. A 
mention was made in a thank-you response of 
a drawing purchased at a gallery created by me 
years earlier. Th s resulted in the prison confiscat-
ing letter and money and issuing me a disciplin-
ary on the assumption the money was payment 
for the card. I’m going to send you art in the fu-
ture, so please let’s take precautions as not to draft 
our letters that could be mistakenly perceived as 
payment.

You ask me how I’m able to share your art with 
others. Because we are not allowed to pass items 
from one prisoner to another when released 
from our cells for yard (remember this is done 
electronically) this will result in cancellation of 
exercise period so we make ‘lines’ by unraveling 
elastic waist bands of boxer shorts. We use the 
thread from the band to re-spin lengths of thin 
rope (lines), make a weight from a piece of bar 
soap in an old condiment mustard pack (limited 
drag, plastic) attach it to the line. Our cell doors 
have approximately one inch of room below 
which allows us to sling the line out in the direc-
tion of the person we wish to send something to. 
The other person does the same. Our lines cross, 
the lower line catches and snags the upper. Once 
connected in my case I tie an envelope with your 
pictures, give a tug and off hey go. Th s process is 
repeated. That’s how we pass and share.
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My hand writing, you are curious about it. Yes, 
I have a few styles. Its because I’ve been writing 
a long time, living in a cell one looks for ways to 
change the every day monotony even in the form 
of writing. Plus, I wanted to improve my writing 
(cursive) so I experimented with different styles, 
developing a couple I use interchangeably. Also, 
I do a lot of legal writing of documents (print-
ing). Over time many forms have emerged. Many 
things can influence which form I use includ-
ing mood, paper texture, ballpoint or pen and 
purpose.

You asked me if you could send me colored pens 
and pastels. No, we are only allowed to purchase 
such items at the canteen here in the prison. But, 
because of the money you sent me, I’ll buy them. 
In essence,  you did send me them. Thank you!

You want to know what I meant when I wrote 
“getting to know someone in here even when 
they don’t directly say what they are feeling,. 
personality wise, using my X-Ray vision (smile).” 
As I mentioned I live in a small social group for 
years, in my case, a pod. An eight cell  society. 
My neighbors are my only interaction, good, bad, 
happy, sad. We become intimately familiar with 
emotional changes. Example: I know an indi-
vidual who kidnapped this person, drove him to a 
dark alley, shot him in the head, stabbed him and 
set his car on fi e. Th s man told me he had no 
remorse for the victim, that he didn’t care about 
life. One day, I heard him “sigh” watching a story 
on T.V. about a small cat that was injured. Th s 
told me he’s not as callous as he projected. There 
are many little emotional responses that disclose 
personality traits over the years. These small ele-
ments provide large clear pictures in time. We, in 
the pod, use these disclosures to rib each other 
(Ha Ha).

Tell me about the show which is opening on Janu-
ary 7th. After the show, a dinner for 50! You sure 
do not do things small. What are you preparing? 
Tell me in detail. What is your best dish and its 
origin? How and when did you learn to cook 
particularly with all the responsibilities and ob-
ligations you’ve had on your place life long? The 
stuffing you described for your Thanksgiving din-
ner made of Thailand black rice, onions, celery, 

raisins, walnuts and cornbread had me salivat-
ing like a dog (smile). Me, I’m on a veggie tray, 
beans all the time including Thanksgiving, that’s 
for dinner. In the morning I get oatmeal (which I 
like). Lunch, peanut butter or cheese. So you see 
why I want to read about your culinary talents. 
Feed my mind, Sheila (oh la la).

As for our library, it is quite large in variety. Men 
have been donating books to it for years. We’re 
not allowed to wonder around. We are issued a 
book catalog in our cell. We locate what we want, 
submit a general book request and in two weeks 
the books are brought to our cell, if it is in the 
library. We are also allowed to receive subscrip-
tions of magazines and newspapers. Many of the 
guys get them; we share by line. I appreciate your 
offer to purchase “The Nation.” I’m familiar with 
that periodical but right now I must decline May 
I take rain check for the future. 

Please enjoy your Christmas and New Years. 
Know I’ll be sharing every moment with you in 
heart and spirit. Be careful on the road, drink 
eggnog for me (smile)

Write when you have time. Until then,

December 28, 2011

How are you doing today? I wanted to drop by 
and let you know I’m enjoying the book “1491.” 
I received it today. Even before I had it in my cell 
guys on the tier were asking me if they could read 
it next (smile). A few of the guys had heard of it. 
And the others, after hearing us talk about it in 
the tier wanted to read it. Thank you for send-
ing it. I’ve read approximately 50 pages so far. 
Interesting! I was unfamiliar with the position 
disclosed. New Information for me (wow!).
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I’m actually chomping at the bit. Tell me all about 
it. How was it? “Multicultural Focus”? I know 
it was great! After reading the diversity of the 
named contributors I can understand what you 
expressed in a previous letter about highlighting a 
wider variety of ethnically individualized subject 
matters (wow!). 

I know you are interested in photographic art. I 
seen a television program on the Public Broad-
casting Channel called “Portrait Artist”. The 
subject was photograph portraits. The narrator 
describe how an artist would choose an individu-
al, then allow that individual to choose a subject 
matter for him or herself in which the individual 
wished to project their essence to the world. The 
artist would then photograph the individual and 
allow the viewers to form their own opinion 
based on one’s personal perception or the photo-
graph. I found it quite interesting. It sounds like 
art-slash-social expression. Have you ever done 
that?

While I am on the subject of photography, I was 
reading a magazine called “Popular Science. 
I came across an article on technology called 
“Deep Focus” and how a new camera was go-
ing to revolutionize photography. I thought you 
might fi d it interesting. I did and I know noth-
ing about photography except mug shots (smile).

I wrote this organization called “California Lif-
ers News (CLN). It’s a group that provides legal 
news to prisoners and legal assistance in some 
rare cases. I wrote them to see if they would help 
me pursue a Writ of Habeas Corpus relating to a 
Parole Board denial I received. Anyway, they sent 
me the enclosed postcard. It has some interesting 
statistical facts on California prisons you might 
fi d informative. 

Thi gs with me have not been uneventful. I’ve 
been doing a lot of reading. Yes, Sheila, I received 
the book you sent me and I’ve been reading it 
every day for the last four days. I feel like an 
archeologist and anthropologist, if only I could 
remember what came fi st AD or BC (ha ha). 
Thank you very much. I have learned a lot of 
information I did not know on pre-Columbus 
arrival history. It has clarifi d some information 
on indigenous people I thought I knew but was 
wrong. I found the chapter on “Talking Knots” 

crazy! Th ee dimensional array knots that articu-
late the spoken language of the Inca, a non-flat 
written word or verbalized phrase (wow!). In the 
future it will be interesting to see what is fi ally 
discovered, particularly in the knots (which were 
described as looking like a mo-head) provides 
a portrait of the Inca’s civilization, a historical 
description of a people whose empire was at one 
point in history the largest in the world. And 
even more important, is an epidemic disease re-
sponsible for the death of millions (i.e. smallpox). 
Many of the guys in the pod want to read it when 
I’m done.

I know you are busy and so I’ll close. When time 
allows, let me know how things are going with 
you and the show. Be safe and enjoy life. Remem-
ber, I’m living vicariously through you. So, the 
more fun you have, the happier I am (smile).

Joke:   A man goes to confession and says to the 
priest:
 “Father. I have sinned. I slept with five 
women last night.”
The priest says, 
 “ Go home, squeeze five lemons into a 
cup and drink it really fast.
The man asked, 
 “Will this absolve me of my sins?”
 “No,” says the priest, “but it will wipe that 
smirk off our face.”
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I fi d it pleasingly stimulating exposing myself to 
your world via discriptive articulation. Your writ-
ing is an extension of your artistic photographic 
expression.  Talk about Aztec dualism. The pow-
erful impact of visual imagery (photography) and 
intellectual provocation through written words. 
You possess them both.

The drawings I sent are yours. I’m glad you liked 
them. They are all originals. I may have been 
inspired by another source(s) but not one of them 
is a copy nor are there any copies. The descrip-
tions I wrote accompanying them are predomi-
nately words and my understanding of those 
words taken from literature I have read over the 
years. Whether accurate and true it is a whole 
different story. I understand that simply, because 
it’s in written form (books), that doesn’t equate to 
truthfulness.

A prime example is the book I just fin shed 
reading, the one you sent me, “1491” by Charles 
Mann. It gave throughout its pages contradicting 
views by various educated professionals in their 
respective fi lds. What may have been true when 
I read and ultimately described my drawings may 
be different today. None of the drawings are his-
torically accurate. They are simply artistic inter-
pretations and expressions for aesthetic purposes.

The food prepared for the “Multicultural Focus” 
opening and the luxurious descriptions had me 
‘salivating.” Th ee separate appetizers, a peanut 
butter, ketchup Serrano pepper sauce surrounded 
by carrots, celery, artichoke hearts and jicama. I 
don’t know what jicama is but being a vegetarian 
(not devoted), the platter sounded good, par-
ticularly accompanied by platter #2 of hummus, 
red peppers and pita bread. I didn’t know what 
hummus was so I looked it up in the dictionary 
(smooth chick peas, oil and lemon juice).  

I read the entire menu over the tier so all the guys 
could hear how delicious it all sounded. When I 
described the dolmas my neighbor, a Mexican, 
told me he used to go to his friend’s home where 
he ate hummus. Isn’t it Arabic? That’s what he 
told me his friends were.  He said dolmas are very 
good. I described the home made mixture of your 
chicken mole with pear and raison chutney

(none of us knew what chutney was) and we all 
salivated simultaneously (smile). By the time 
I got to the ginger cake with chocolate mocha 
frosting, Mandarin oranges mocha cream served 
with fresh strawberries on top of whipped cream, 
the whole pod was abuzz with “I remember 
stories.” 

I remember stories about where men living in 
concrete box’s reminisce about time we were free 
enjoying the pleasures of life. I remember stories 
can consist of any topics, but most times they 
are of food and sex.  I have to tell you, Sheila, 
I’ve never heard of such palatable decadence, 
as described in your letter. Your meal not only 
sounded exquisite but foreign and exotic all at 
the same time. The combination mirrored the 
Multicultural Focus theme of the show. Mole 
(Mexican), dolmas (Arabic), black rice (Asian), 
ginger mocha cake (American). I had beans and 
powdered potatoes (yuk). 

Let me ask, did you photograph your meal, 
because it sounds like a masterpiece of culinary 
delight. Please tell me about other meals you 
cook. I love hearing about everyday activities free 
people do without thinking about it (i.e.) driving 
to work, what music you listen to, what kind, etc. 
When did you fi d the time to develop such a 
refi ed culinary talent? Were you autodidacted?

For Christmas a guy in my pod made burritos 
for all eight of us, our little community. He used 
items from the canteen, freeze dried beans, 
pre-cooked white rice, powdered eggs off he 
morning tray along with the potato wedges, Top 
Raman soup and fl ur tortillas (mmmm, smile).

Oh, did I tell you I took a picture a few weeks 
ago, fi st one since 1986. I sent it to my mother so 
she could see what her son looks like. Th s place 
won’t allow us to get copies set back in so we 
can send out to family and friends. I’m going to 
ask my sister if she will make and mail copies to 
those I ask her to. I’ll send you one. It looks more 
like a mug shot. Its me standing against a white 
wall in a white T-shirt (only way we’re allowed to 
take them). You are good with photography. You 
can put me in a shirt and tie with a nice back-
ground (smile). 
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I better close now. Know that your kind heart and 
generous spirit inspires me. Please accept my con-
gratulations, not only for the show but for send-
ing me, in written form, the photographic image 
of the art encompassing all the events (i.e. show, 
food, friends, stories, lectures, and history). I 
may not have been there physically, but my world 
exists within the recesses of my mind and there 
I stood, shoulder to shoulder, in the gallery, with 
all the other guests. I attended the banquet with 
all the artists, I sat transfi ed in the lecture hall as 
you filed my mind with wonder. I lived it all from 
within the confi es of a cell shrouded in isolation. 
Do you see the power you have? Thank you.

February 13, 2012

I wanted to send this correspondence to express 
my appreciation for your generosity ‘again.’ I 
received both “The Nation” magazine and “Re-
Focus Multicultural Focus” catalogue (wow!!) I 
read several stories in “The Nation”, then passed it 
around sharing it with others. When it is returned  
I’ll read the remaining. Usually when I receive a 
magazine I won’t begin reading it until I have sent 
it around so others in the Pod have a chance to 
read it fi st. I do this because once all have seen it, 
when it’s returned I can take all the time I’d like to 
enjoy it thoroughly.

The “Refocus: Multicultural Focus” catalogue 
is ‘beautiful.” I read it cover to cover, even the 
extremely small print in the back pages. That 
was not easy  (smile). My nose was buried soooo 
deep into the book I received nose burns on the 
tip from scraping the pages (ha ha). What I really 
liked, aside from the whole catalogue, was seeing 
and reading the very fi st unnumbered page: 
Project Director: Sheila Pinkel; Catalogue Design: 
Sheila Pinkel… way kool!! I recognize hard work 
and dedication. There was an expression you used 
at the end of your interview with Ron Kelley in 
1981. You were asked about keeping a low profile 
when preparing the show, which Mr. Kelley 
recognized as “Very Unusual.” I agree with him, 
particularly for an artist who’s goal is to be rec-
ognized. You stated, “I think that art or activities 
that effect the consciousness that interface with 
some dynamic life process is relevant and that 
you base your life on the premise that ‘the best 
thing you can do is participate in that life 

dynamic”. You, Sheila, are most defin tely par-
ticipating in life dynamics. I congratulate you for 
living your desired relevance. 

In the catalogue I found Gillian Brown’s “ The 
Beginning of Language” (2008) and Linda Wolf ’s 
“Bus Bench Mural Project” (19890) the most 
fascinating. It wasn’t until I started writing this 
letter that I made the connection between both 
illustrations. They are similar in that they both 
address time (the passage of time). What is it with 
me and time (smile). All the guys, when I passed 
it around, enjoyed looking at the photographs. 
We actually had a discussion concerning some of 
the depictions. One of the guys was familiar with 
the group of girls identifying themselves as “The 
Bad Girls.” He lived in the same area when he was 
free (he told me). Another guy discussed “Ms. 
Homeland Security” and the fence. He illegally 
immigrated to the States by coming over the wall. 

I just started reading a book that has three in a 
series called “The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo”.  I 
believe a movie is recently out based on the book.

Well, Sheila, I just wanted to write to say “Thank 
you” again for both the magazine and catalogue. 
But most of all, thank you for thinking of me. You 
are thought of often.

Joke:

A woman rushes into her house one morning and 
says to her husband,
 “Sam, pack up your stuff. I just won the 
lottery.”
 “Shall I pack for warm or cold weather?” 
he asked.
 “Whatever,” she replies, “So long as your 
out by noon!”
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February 29, 2012

Today’s the 29th of February, “Leap Year”! I seen 
on T.V. a guy born this day. He appeared to be 50  
years old, but only 12 in birthday years. I won-
der if they card him at Clubs (smile) When one’s 
younger a leap year birthday I would assume is 
not kool. But, as one ages a person can be more 
appreciative. 

I received a book a few days past called “The New 
Jim Crow” by Michelle Alexander. There was no 
indication who sent it or from where. Since you 
have sent me all of the books I’ve received in the 
last year (practically), am I correct to assume 
your generosity has once again reached into these 
prison walls? If so, thank you!!!

I just fin shed it. I have to say, the topics dis-
cussed therein I’m aware of, almost all of them. 
The mass incarceration of young black men and 
people of color; disproportionate imprisonment 
of the same and subsequent denial of available as-
sistant programs upon release. Its been the same 
story, 35 years told by different people using dif-
ferent words. Of course, I enjoyed the read as well 
as many others in here, because books are Kool. 
The subject- imprisonment – isn’t something that 
interests me a lot because I’ve been living it for-
ever. The book focused on the ‘war on drugs’ as a 
form of mass incarceration of people of color; but 
its my belief its evolved into an economic founda-
tion for both Federal and State employment and 
political support by the unions. Just my opinion. 

I have a friend who sent me – correction – tried 
to send me some money. The problem, when she 
wrote she thanked me for the card I drew in the 
same letter she sent me the money. Th s prison 
confiscated both letter and money, accused me of 
selling her art and gave me a disciplinary report 
resulting in me being denied Canteen privileges 
for a month, the ability to purchase art supplies 
or take a photograph for a year and unplugged 
my T.V. for a month.

So, I’ve been doing a lot of leisure reading. I read 
several books. Two were in a series “The Girl 
With The Dragon Tattoo” of the girl who played 
with fi e, both of which I enjoyed. I just wrote my 
friend asking if she could send me the third book 
in the series called “The Girl That Kicked the 
Hornets Nest.” “The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo 
just came out in the movies, and was nominated 

for an Oscar. Did you watch the Oscars? Have 
you seen the movie? Do you go to the movies? If 
so, what was the last one you saw.?

I  just remembered you don’t have to go out to the 
movies any more, do you? Can you watch them 
on video or DVD? Do you own any hand held 
phone with internet music, pictures and apps? 
How about a Tablet that allows you to read books 
and see movies? Do you have one? Progress is 
wild. When I came to prison disco just came out 
and we listened to it on 8 track.

I know you told me to ask you when I needed or 
wanted a book. But you have just sent me two, 
possibly three. I would have felt burdensome to-
wards your past kindness. I hope you don’t mind, 
let me know.

I’ve been thinking about the “Fantastic” meal 
you made and described to me for the Multicul-
tural show. Can you believe I developed a ‘wa-
tery mouth’ the other day while I was using my 
imagination thinking about your creation. Have 
you prepared any other meals since your last, and 
if so, what was it? 

I have been receiving the magazine “The Nation” 
and its been some good reading. Every one is 
liking it (I share). Thank you ‘again” Sheila, for 
thinking about me (us). 

I better end this letter. Mail is going to be picked 
up soon. Its almost 8:30 p.m. Sheila, you are 
thought of all the time, missed even more. Please 
be safe out there in the free world and enjoy life. 
Let me know if you are working on anything.
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March 8, 2012

I know very little about your life, but I do know you 
are very busy in the free world. And that, I’m sure, 
is an understatement. So, I understand when you 
are not able to ‘immediately’ sit down and write. I 
live in a cell, 24 hours a day, responsible to abso-
lutely no one, no obligations, especially to time. Yet, 
I still fi d myself seeking time to accomplish all the 
activities I’d like to achieve  or need to complete 
on a given day or week. So when you write and 
tell me your sorry for not writing because your life 
has been ‘hectic’ resulting in the inability to write, 
I say sorry is ‘not’ necessary. In fact, for you and I 
sorry will never be necessary. I can not see you ever 
intentionally disappointing me. I don’t think its in 
your character. 

We are not allowed to hang stuff n the cell walls 
including pictures, except in a small 4’ x 4’ area 
above the small concrete block in our cells. I’ll 
make room for your picture. I’m going to make 
a picture frame for it. The only material I have to 
work with is paper. I’ll purchase a manila envelope 
from our Canteen and construct a frame origami 
style (by folds) with some art work as edge decora-
tions.

As you are aware, I took some college courses in the 
past, which I’m proud of. One class addressed art. 
I recall a lesson discussing painting. As I read the 
course I recognized descriptions of the works, in-
cluding emotional, inspirational and construction 
by the artist and curators accompanied the pieces. 
Th s enhanced my understanding and appreciation 
for the paintings. In your syllabus I saw where one 
of the assignments would be critiques by students 
toward classmates and personal work. I’ve tried this 
when I send a piece to someone as a gift. I elieve 
it helped better understand what I was feeling, or 
trying to capture. Its very difficult living alone in 
a cell. There’s no exchange of ideas or alternative 
points of view. 

I’ll close. When night falls I’ll fi d my escape in 
dreams. Hope to see you there, with all my loved 
ones. Be safe in the world. 

March 16, 2012

You asked me if I was putting together a Writ of 
Habeas Corpus. Yes, I’m working on some legal 
documents. Two Writs and one Civil Rights Action 
in Federal Court. I have filed and/or assisted others 
in filing to the courts, so, yes to your question. I 
have filed these before. Do I need legal assistance? 
I can always use legal assistance. But, what kind of 
legal assistance are you talking about? I do not want 
you to go out and get me any assistance unless we 
talk about it fi st, o.k.? I know what to do in most 
situations when pursuing legal issues plus I have 
some legal books that provide direction. Sooo, as-
sistance Is nice, but not right now, thank you.

One of the writs I’ve filed is on a parole denial I re-
ceived in 2010. I have been eligible for parole since 
1988. I’ve appeared before twelve consideration 
hearings only to be denied each time. The parole 
system in California is broken. Board members are 
appointed by the Governor, who appoints mem-
bers because they supported him in election bids. I 
believe every board member is an ex-cop or retired 
prison employee. All have a vested interest in keep-
ing prisoners in prison. One time I went for parole 
consideration. The commissioner at that time was 
the father of the victim of Harris executed in San 
Quentin gas chamber in 1987. He denied me three 
years. The Parole Board system needs to be abol-
ished or a cross section of California citizens needs 
to be appointed to determine parole suitability per 
California statute.

I just fin shed reading about your morning exercise 
routine. I always wondered and I probably wonder 
because I’m locked up in solitary cell always, why 
would a person run on a treadmill instead of out 
doors, see the free world, get fresh air or even run 
in the rain. I exercise six days a week, one to one 
one-half hours. Do you work out alone because I’m 
looking for a work out partner (smile).

So, you would like to know more about me. O.K. 
I’m an open book. First, my hopes which are quite 
simple. I hope to have the opportunity to be a 
kinder more loving person. I work on this honor-
able endeavor daily. My options in life are as vast 
as forever. I say that because I’m bold enough to 
attempt any positive endeavor. With this outlook 
there are no barriers in life.
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March 16 (continued)

Here’s a true story about me told to no one. I have 
been in some type of jail cell since I was a child of 
twelve. When I go to sleep at night I seek escape 
in dreams only to fi d incarceration and death. 
My memories as a child are gone – forgotten. All 
my other memories are of jail cells. How sad is 
that? I have  studied Sigmund Freud’s “Dream 
Interpretations” and Eric Fromm’s “Ethics” as 
well as many others seeking to understand death. 
What I found was the opposite. I realized I should 
concern myself with living life because death will 
occupy enough of my time in the future.

I come from a very loving family of five. My par-
ents were married in the 1950s. My dad in West 
Virginia, mother in Arizona. They met when my 
uncle and father were stationed at the naval base 
in San Diego. Most of the men in my family are 
career military. My dad died in 2001 of kidney 
failure; my mother still lives at age (?).  In 2008, 
I was let out of isolation for a minute. I was able 
to hold my mother in my arms for the fi st time 
in quarter century, once. The following week I 
was returned to isolation. I have two sisters, both 
older. I hear from my sister Lisa every now and 
again, but its been a while.

I better close this letter up. I turned it into a book. 
Plus, I’m getting hungry after reading about your 
water bagels. Sheila, you’re killing me with the 
food. I’m loving it. Me, I’m going to eat some 
bread so old it smells like ammonia.

March 22, 2012

Don’t tell anyone this because it will distroy my 
bad boy image (smile) but I really enjoy watch-
ing dance programs on T.V. (that’s our secret). I 
started watching “Dancing with the Stars” Mon-
day nights and”Two Broke Girls” (comedy). 

My grandmother on my mothers’ side lived with 
us after my grandfather passed away. She used 
to cook traditional Mexican meals including 
chili rellenos. She used to cook the chiles on the 
grill to burn the peeling and then peel it off. Its 
been sooo long, my memory has lost the taste. I 
remember only the act. I used to watch her cook 
and eat goat head and cow tongue. She would 
even make me eggs with freshly cut cactus from 
the backyard. I remember I’d come home after 
school when I was a very young boy. She would 
be in the kitchen cooking fresh tortillas. She 
would always give me one right off he grill with 
melted butter, fresh pinto beans, and home made 
green chile. I haven’t thought of that in a mil-
lion years, thank you. It was your chile rellenos 
(smile).

P.S. Do you know this poem? What was its in-
spiration? Was it in opposition to oppression or 
denoucement of acceptance to God?

Invictus

Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever Gods may be,
For my unconquerable Soul.
In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud,
Under the bludgeoning’s of chance,
My head is bloody, but unbowed.
Beyond the place of wrath and tears
Looms but the horror of the shade,
And yet the menace of the years,
Finds, and shall fi d me, Unafraid.
It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged my punishments the scroll,
I am the master of my faith,
I am the captain of my soul.
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March 28, 2012

I concure with the statement you made in your 
letter that we are “living in such remarkable 
times.” You made this statement based on the 
technologies available to teach in the way you 
want. I believe each day we are alive is a re-
markable time to be alive, even when living in a 
windowless concrete box. One of the many things 
that make it more remarkable for me, its sharing 
it with you. Now, that’s kool.

I think I understand what you mean when you 
describe your class as a ‘Smart Classroom” based 
on assignments projected through digital pro-
jectors via the internet. Up here at Pelican Bay 
sometimes when an inmate requires consultation 
with a Medical Specialist, we sit in front of a com-
puter. The doctor at a different location speaks, 
evaluates and diagnoses us over the computer, 
kind of like skypping (seen it on T.V.). 

When you said that your students need to possess 
lap tops to survive in the college environment 
and that Y-Fi allows them wireless  connection to 
the internet I was under the impression the only 
way to connect to the internet was by way of land 
line. And that wireless lap tops could only work 
by having a pre-programmed insertable chip. Am 
I out of touch?

As far as terabytes, I’ve never heard  the term. 
But, that’ s a lot of memory capability. I recall 
years ago the big problem was overheating and 
battery power. I guess that problem has been cor-
rected? 

I have noticed your already beginning to get 
involved in juvenile justice issues. Commendable. 
Your argument is correct in that juveniles do not 
benefit, and by extension society as a whole, by 
putting kids in prison. All they learn in the joint 
is how to be better hard core criminals. You are 
also right that the money to incarcerate  these 
kids should go towards education, jobs, housing 
and social services that are societally benefic al 
and cheaper than imprisonment. The big ques-
tion, why would the Board say no? Maybe its be
cause prison unions contribute millions of dollars 
to political endeavors to keep them fluorishing.

A few years ago I, along with other inmates here 
at Pelican Bay isolation, started a group called 
PROTECT (Prisoners Reaching Out to Educa-
tion Children and Teens). We became part of 
the grass roots program called Roots and Shots 
established by Jane Goodall. What we did was 
produce original art send it a gifts o the  Roots 
and Shoots program director who in turn, sold it 
using the money to sponsor youth at risk groups 
who couldn’t afford to pay membership fees. We 
received nothing in return except satisfaction of 
knowing we might be helping kids stay out of jail.
I am also involved in Teen Court. I write to teens 
via a Court representative. The teen by their peers 
(jury) have been sentenced for a violation of the 
law to what is termed Inmate Correspondence. 
The youth is required to write a prisoner (me) 
describing what they did. I articulate my crimi-
nal history with the youth showing how my acts 
are similar to the minors low violation(s) and 
how my progressively more serious violations 
ultimately led to my imprisonment and can be 
repeated by the youth if an alternate path is not 
taken. I’m trying to help deter youth at risk from 
coming to prison. Its my contribution in attempt-
ing to close prisons. I do what little I can do.

I received a book alled “Labyrinths” (wow!). Th s 
book is an enigma rapt in a deception. I assume 
its suppose to be leisure reading. But, I’m improv-
ing my vocabulary (smile). Have you read it? I’m 
not going to comment on it yet because I’m still 
reading it, but, I will say, its some heavy reading. 
The name adequately describes its contents, so 
far. Thank you for thinking of me. Every book 
you have sent me has or is being enjoyed by all in 
the pod. Most read the “Multicultural Catalogue” 
also, which they liked. So, on behalf of all of us, 
thank you for all the books you’ve sent, including 
“Labyrinths.”.
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April 18, 2012

I’m just getting over a bad flu. It was rough on 
me. I developed a high fever chills, sweats, and a 
sore throat. It layed me up for seven days and an-
other few recuperating. The fellows were on me. 
I felt like a leper. I was avoided the entire time 
because no one else wanted to catch the bug. In 
our world its like being locked in the same room 
as a sick person and your  trying to avoid catch-
ing it, its hard. And getting medical attention is 
not generally forthcoming. I couldn’t even get a 
magazine to read. We don’t want to pass  articles 
one cell to another. It doesn’t work. My neighbor 
caught the bug a few days after I began to get 
better, so, of course, I was blamed and rightly so 
(smile). I had left ver aspirin and throat lozenges 
which I passed on to him. He is still sick and now 
my neighbor on the other side is getting sick. So I 
have them both on leper status. I don’t pass them 
anything. And I don’t want anything from them. 
I found our pod is on the tail end of the sickness 
that was running through the entire prison. One 
thing I did enjoy was I stayed in bed, drank water 
and read books, watched T.V. and slept. 

We were all joking with the guys who are sick, 
telling them the only reason why they got sick is 
because they were both waiting to get their an-
nual package from the streets and did not want to 
share  their chips and cookies. One of them said 
he was going to sneeze on all the chips he passed 
out to us because misery loves company (ha ha). 
He usually gives me his hot cereal in the morn-
ings because he does not like it, and I give him 
my pancakes or waffles. ecause we were both 
sick  we both went hungry and will continue to 
be until he gets better. I don’t want to accept food 
from him, don’t want to get sick again.

Then, to make matters worse for me, I was bitten 
by some kind of bug. I think it was a spider. We 
have a lot up here. And it resulted in my leg swell-
ing up at the ankle and I believe it contributed to 
my 102 fever. I had to sleep with clothing on so I 
wouldn’t soak my sheets at night. My teeth chat-
tered so bad I had to bite down on a wash cloth at 
night.  I ended up cutting open my leg at the bite 
point to bleed myself like in the medieval days. 
Then, I applied hot towels twice a day. It helped. 
My fever broke in three days, except now I need 
to heal my leg (smile). I started exercising again a 
few days ago. I’m sore but better. 

I’m glad you are receptive to receiving art work 
from other artists here with me. I won’t be able 
to put the names of the artists because the guards 
here will use the names of these artists as infor-
mation against me to state I’m participating in 
gang activity. I will add a date if I know it. These 
people say, if I have a name of an inmate who is 
classifi d as a gang associate, a classifi ation that 
the same people apply to almost every inmate in 
the SHU at Pelican Bay, then I am an associate 
of the gang for associating with a gang associate. 
But, I will be sending you art.

On the subject of my Federal writ, I just filed a 
motion for a Ruling from the bench relating to a 
motion, opposition and reply fi ld to dismiss. I 
have been waiting for a ruling for three months. 
If the court rules for me, I’ll still have to pursue 
discovery and additional motions. I could be a 
few years. On my Writ for parole denial, I just 
filed to the California Supreme Court they have 
no time to respond until they do. I’ll keep you in 
the loop.  As for your comment that upon parole 
I could become a para-legal. You’re probably 
correct. I have been working for years on legal 
matters. But its been out of necessity and not en-
joyment. To tell you the truth, I don’t like doing 
legal work, but can, plus a lot of inmates ask for 
my help. So, I help them when I can. 

I’m familiar with the radio station “Democracy 
Now.” I have heard it many times right here in 
Pelican Bay, that is before the administrator spe-
cifi ally of the gang unit, had the radio station re-
moved from our listening TV channel. They said 
(told the warden) the radio station was passing 
gang message through one of the programs that 
supported prisoners struggles (www.KHSU.org) 
called Sista Soul. It comes on at 2-4 on Sunday 
afternoon. Th s same station played Democracy 
Now. It was a station that provided interesting 
outlooks.  A lot of the guys in here get magazines. 
We have on any given month ten different ones. 
Right now, in my cell I have three I need to read 
and pass along (Popular Photography, Outdoor 
Life, Elle) plus The Nation. Reading materials are 
not something I’m often without.
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May 3, 2012

How are you doing today? I understand I just 
sent you a card. It was to say thank you for the 
paper and copies of the card I asked you for. 
Th s is a response to your letter dated April 16, 
2012. I just recently received it but was unable to 
respond sooner. I’ve been doing some legal work 
on a Writ of Habeas Corpus I’m preparing on 
the confiscation and seizure of some letters and 
money sent to me for alleged rule violation.

Of course I didn’t break the rule nor did my 
friend. Instead, the desire to fi d deception where 
none existed has lead to my T.V. being turned off
and denial of other privileges. Anyway, I’m now 
preparing a Writ to challenge the false claims! 
And that has taken up some of my letter writing 
time.

As you can see at the top of the paper, somewhere 
between you sending me the package and it 
reaching my hands someone spilled some cof-
fee or tea all over them. No one has admitted it, 
but I’m not deterred from using it nonetheless 
(smile). Since I don’t drink either I’ve excluded 
me as the perpetrator (ha ha).

How come you could not be one of my teachers 
when I was in school? You make education sound 
fun and interesting. I know it is now – at my age, 
but when I was younger I never found any one 
of my educators taught with the desire to make 
a topic interesting. It was in all likelihood me – I 
was not a good student. I always thought I was 
dumb.  That really affected my self-esteem and 
subsequently my outlook towards life. The result, 
a lot of years living in a cell. Bad news, right?

In here I get pancakes on Mondays and waffle
on Wednesdays all the time. The pancakes can 
be used for shoe inserts and the waffles s sound 
absorbing tile (smile). I don’t eat either meal. I 
give it to my neighbor. He gives me his hot cereal, 
which I prefer. Our breakfasts are always the 
same year after year.

I was watching a program on PBS the other day 
on the border. On this particular program it 
showed Border Patrol agents killing an immi-
grant. The incident was witnessed by several by-
standers who photographed the killing. No arrest. 

The program identifi d several killings. None 
resulted in prosecutions. And now you tell me 
there are three (3) fences built or being built on 
the border.  What is the difference between this 
wall/fence and the one destroyed in Germany? I 
shouldn’t have written that. I know there’s a big 
difference, its just crazy. Its as though people are 
looking for justifi ation for failed economic poli-
cies in illegal immigration.

I do believe that illegal immigration isn’t right. I 
think people need to adhere to the laws that gov-
ern our society, and I’m ot smart enough to know 
what to do about it. But, I do know another great 
wall of China is not smart on  any level. My niece 
is married to a border patrol agent. I have a sister 
who used to work for the California Department 
of Corrections. She quit. She refused to sell her 
principles she told me.

I remember that once a year, when I was younger 
and free, my family use to collect old clothes 
all year, then drive down to Mexico. We usu-
ally went to some small town constructed of dirt 
rooms and fi e pits as stoves. We would spend a 
week there distributing food and clothing to the 
families. I remember how poor they were but 
what they had they offered freely. The families to 
to earn their living herding goats for the govern-
ment. Are you familiar with a place in Mexico 
called “la Bufadora” (the blow hole)? I believe it is 
in Ensenada. I remember the sea water was soooo 
clear you could see the fish. It was beautiful.
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May 16, 2012

In response to your inquiry surrounding prison-
ers ability to obtain medical attention, I’ve known 
men to die because they could not obtain medical 
care and in other instances I’ve known men to get 
the treatment they need. Over all, its difficult to 
get care and almost impossible to get pain man-
agement. Its all about money. Medical care is the 
largest cost the prison system has.

Only recently the courts ordered the prison sys-
tem to stop using guards as medical  personnel. 
Getting sick in the joint is very unsafe and one 
has to take extremes to prevent any illness. 

Let me tell you why I trade my pancakes for hot 
cereal. When we are given our morning trays 
they are not very filling and I try to stay away 
from too much bread, so I’ll give my pancakes to 
my neighbor and he’ll give me his hot cereal. He’ll 
have two issues of pancakes and I’ll have two of 
hot cereal. I prefer the hot cereal over pancakes 
because its more nutricous and better for a grow-
ing boy (smile). 

In our store they sell us cereals both hot and cold. 
We can buy oatmeal (dry) or one of those sugar 
coated cereals (dry). So, when I can I’ll purchase 
oatmeal and then whenever I get hungry, I’ll 
just run my hot water and make a cup, cut up an 
apple and banana into it with a spoon of peanut 
butter and its very filling meal.

We don’t eat in prison for taste or at least, not 
often. We eat to fill our bellies. If by chance we’re 
given something that is enjoyable , this we count 
ourselves lucky. Here’s a prime example: because 
of the hunger strike our canteen has added items 
that we are allowed to buy. Th s month was the 
fi st month we were allowed to do so. Some of 
the guys here in the pod bought me a few items 
because I didn’t go. We share when we can. They 
purchased me a pickle (hot) wow. It was soooo 
tasty and enjoyable that words are difficult to ex-
plain. It was just a hot pickle but can you imagine 
tasting something that provokes memories? I’ve 
been deprived any pleasures that the taste of even 
a pickle results in joy. You see how I love to read 
about the meals you’ve prepared. I’ve even read 
and will read again a cookbook. 

I became a vegetarian last year when I had a 
medical attack similar to a stroke, called a TIA. 

For about five hours. I was unable to talk and 
then I just started again. The doctors told me it 
was a Trans Ischemic Attack (TIA) stroke, but 
it doesn’t leave me permanently affected. I don’t 
know what caused it and no medical  problem 
was ever discovered. I asked for an MRI but I 
never received one. They (prison doctors) did 
check my heart and vein on my neck with nega-
tive results. 

I figu ed since the doctors couldn’t fi d anything 
I would take whatever precautions I could on my 
own. I changed my eating habits and practically 
eliminated meat from my diet. I already exercise 
five to seven days a week and I get at least eight 
hours of sleep. I’m also taking one baby Aspirin 
a day, just before bed, but I’ll tell you, I’d eat one 
of those ham wrapped asparagus (smile) or any 
meal you prepare (ha ha).

I just saw the menu for tomorrow morning. I 
needed to verify we were having hard boiled 
eggs ( we always do on Thursday). Anyway, now 
that I know we are, I’m going to make egg salad 
sandwich with a cut up pickle and cheese. One of 
the guys in the pod received his annual package 
yesterday and he gave everyone a little something 
– food from the real word. He gave me some hot 
pretzels which should go perfect (oh la la).

You do know that now that you are not employed 
you are going to have to lay out your days the day 
before so as to keep yourself busy. Otherwise you 
are going to become a soap opera addict. I know 
from experience (smile) It’s a hard habit to kick.
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I just completed cleaning up my cell. It’s a morn-
ing routine, right after I am fed my morning meal 
and the tray trash is picked up by the guards. Its 
7:50 a.m. and I’m now readjusting my schedule 
for the day.

I know you mentioned to me about working 
with youth at risk. Are you enjoying that? I sent 
you the phone number to the Teen Court group 
I’ve been working with for a few years. Were you 
able to get in contact with them? I don’t know if 
I told you that I have also done some work with 
the Jane Goodall organization, a subgroup called 
Roots and Shoots. They also work with kids, both 
here in the States and in other countries. I haven’t 
been involved with them in more than a few years 
because this prison won’t allow me. But, it’s a ‘ 
great organization’ that helps  the world in little 
ways. You know the saying, “Thi k global, work 
local,” like you do it already.

So what do I have planned for my birthday? With 
the money you sent me I’m going to have a bash 
(smile). I went to the store and will be purchas-
ing some pastries and chocolate bars. I’m going 
to put the chocolate bars up on the light to melt 
them, then spread it over the tops of the pastries, 
put them back up on the light until they heat up, 
bring them down, sprinkle some crushed pea-
nuts over the top, cut them up into equal parts 
and share them with the people here in my pod. 
We will all enjoy ourselves, the people in my pod 
because of me, and me because of you! 

So let me tell you what I’ve (we’ve) just found out. 
Th s is in relation to the hunger strike last year. 
First, the bad news. There still isn’t any developed 
program for letting us out of the hole. It looks like 
isolation will remain my existence for a few more 
years. The guards are just so extremely fearful of 
releasing those of us who have been in the hole 
for years, tortured and abused both physically 
and mentally. They create an environment of 
hatred over three decades, what a conundrum, 
release or not.

O.K., the good news. We were told that come July 
the yards, which are nothing but concrete tombs, 
will be equipped with pull-up bars for exercise 
purposes. Also, this month, for my birthday, I’ll 
be able to purchase Top Raman soups. It won’t be 
long and I will be able to put together a meal 

worth consuming (smile). A few of the other 
items sought by those of us in the SHU have been 
denied, like a T.V. radio combination. That was 
denied because no manufacturers have a clear 
case unit that does not require remote control. 
It’s the little things that mean a lot to us particu-
larly after being deprived of everything, an effort 
developed to torture and deprive for the purpose 
of breaking men. It’s crazy. What’s worse is the 
guards don’t even realize that in doing what they 
do, or in failing to correct the injustice they know 
to exist, they themselves become the evil they 
seek to avoid.

I read a very interesting article in the magazine 
you purchased for me, “The Nation” on the US 
involvement in Honduras. I used to read about 
US involvement in Nicaragua, drugs  and govern-
ment coups. I read about cops killing in death 
squads and civilians being tortured only to disap-
pear. Wow! As I read I thought about  how cops 
in Mexico were trained by the CIA to combat 
drug lords only to become worse than the people 
they were seeking. They are now called “Zetas” 
gangs, controlled and directed by ex-cops turned 
criminals with paramilitary training. Bad news. 
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I was very sad to read about your friend with can-
cer; its a bad disease and its progression is com-
pounded with discovery in prison where stress 
and alternative benefic al treatments are soooo 
very important, yet denied. Of course, we’re not 
even discussing the total lack of treatment. Our 
medical attention is limited to response. People 
in prison get treatment for aillments. Its up to 
the inmate to force that treatment. Your friend 
should file a State Tort Claim for medical mal-
practice and negligence, especially for delay in 
treatment. 

You mentioned concern as a result of my T.I.A. I 
have not experienced any negative repercussions, 
and I’ve not suffered a repeat of the fi st, though 
I do think about it often (smile). Some people 
might have been pleased I lost the ability to speak 
five hours. I’m not one of them. The doctors 
did see me over a period of time. I was checked 
out, specifi ally my heart and veins in my neck 
were checked. Both checked out. I was put on an 
Asprin a day medical treatment. Asprin thins the 
thickness of one’s blood, so it fl ws easier through 
the veins. That’s why I changed my diet. 

Unlike you, my change of food was strickly a 
health issue as opposed to a pragmatic decision. 
But, I do have an aversion for fat, thereby de-
tering me from eating a lot of meats. For some 
reason I’ve never been able to eat fat unless its 
fried to a crisp. Even the sight or presence of fat 
affects me negatively. Before I came to prison I 
was very picky about what I ate, including veg-
gies, but while in the joint I developed the ability 
to consume veggies, but still unable to eat fats. 
So, the absence of prison meats is not a big loss 
for me, especially since prison meat is mostly still 
alive when it arrives on the tray. You wonder why 
people in prison are violent. Its because we need 
to kill our meals (smile). 

I’ve enclosed the 4th quarter menu so you can see 
what we ate the fi st week of June. You’ll notice 
(RMA) its the religious meal for Ramada and the 
Jewish meal Kosher. To be on one of the religious 
meals a person has to be approved by the Church 
here. The meals most people here enjoy are Mexi-
can ones and that’s related to the amount of food 
one gets on that particular tray. 

So, like me, you enjoy a bowl of oatmeal in the 
morning – right on. We are actually given four 
different types of hot cereal in the morning 
(cream of wheat, oatmeal, cornmeal and rice). I 
have described how I fix mi e up (peanut but-
ter, cocoa, banana and apple). When me and my 
neighbor trade, we do it like this. I have an old 
bean bag (plastic). I put the pancakes or waffle
in the bag and tie it to a fish line he throwns to 
me. I tie the bag to the line and he pulls it back to 
his cell, removes the contents, puts the hot cereal 
inside the bag and I pull the bag back to my cell. 

A fish line is a long thin rope we twist out of 
thread removed from a pair of boxer shorts or 
a pair of socks. At the end of a line we attach a 
weight so one could throw the weight under your 
door in the direction you want to send or 
pick up something. The weight carries the line 
the distance. I’ll throw my line out on the tier. 
The lines will cross and I pull my neighbor’s line 
into my cell. We pass by throwing what we send 
or receive by tying it to the line and pulling it on 
the fl or to the destination. That’s how we pass. 
It’s a little more difficult when you are going from 
upper tier to the lower (smile).

I’ll run the line anywhere from one to five times 
a day. We get fed twice a day.  In the morn-
ing between 6:30 and 7:00 a.m. we’re issued 
our morning meal and sack lunch. Our dinner 
comes between 4:30 and 5:00 p.m. We get two 
hot meals one cold. If a person is eating only 
prison food, that is, if a man is not lucky enough 
to have someone out in the free world that sends 
him money so he could go to the canteen, he will 
loose weight. There isn’t enough food on the trays 
for a prisoner to gain weight enjoying only prison 
meals. I use the word enjoy liberally  (smile). My 
diet is almost all beans, peanut butter, cheese, and 
breads (white). We can buy rice from the canteen 
but its white rice; it would be nice to get brown.

Our meals are prepared in an auxiliary kitchen 
that has received the food from the main kitchen.  
In the auxiliary kitchen our food is put on trays 
and stacked into carts with wheels. The carts are 
picked up and rolled to the blocks by the guards 
who pass out the trays to those of us in the cells; 
we never see who prepares our food or trays, only
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the guards who push the trays through the tray 
slots cut into our cell doors. The guards that pass 
out the meals and the men in the pod are the only 
humans one sees; everyone is seen only through 
perforated steel doors on the cells. My diet is al-
most all beans, peanut butter, cheese, and breads 
(white). We can buy rice from the canteen, but its 
white rice. It would be nice to get brown.

You asked me if I could give you an overview of 
all the prisons I’ve been in: I’ve been in nine pris-
ons since I began doing time in 1978. Nine I’ve 
did time at, two additional ones I’ve spent a few 
days at called layovers, a total of eleven (11).

When I was eighteen I was sent to San Quentin 
from Chino Prison. It was my introduction to 
prison. I spent approximately four and a half 
years there before I was sent to Soledad prison in 
1984. During this time I was given bus therapy. 
Its an illegal underground punishment that used 
to be practiced years ago. Because of the constant 
transfers a prisoner never received his property; 
mail never reached him and visitors never know 
where to visit; during this time I went from Sole-
dad to Folsom; from Folsom to Vacaville, back to 
Soledad, then back to a new prison called Solano 
right next to Vacaville. Finally I was sent back to 
San Quentin where I spent the next three years in 
isolation until I was sent to the hole in Tehachapi. 
Then the hole of Pelican Bay, the hole at Corco-
ran, Tracy, Pelican Bay, Tehachapi, and back to 
Pelican Bay. During my transfers I laid over in the 
hole at Delano and Tracy.

I’ve made the tour, some of them older prisons 
are filthy, infested with rats, bugs and bad plumb-
ing (smile). When I was in the hole in Tracy, the 
cell had windows. All had been broken out, the 
light bulb hung from the ceiling but the electric-
ity was so bad it blinked on and off ll night, 
raw sewage constantly backed up into my cell 
and the water (drinking water) was brown and 
smelled like cow waste. But, what was really bad 
was being housed with mentally ill prisoners who 
harmed themselves constantly, yelled and kicked 
on the cell doors all night fi hting their invisible 
demons.

When I was in the hole in Vacaville, I was kept in 
D&D (disciplinary detention). In the hole D&D 
are six cells separated from all the other cells by 
a locked steel door. The d&d cells are cells within 
a cell. Once every four hours the guard would 
come to the back of the cells, via the plumb
ing walkway and flush my  toilet and run my 
sink water for 10 minutes. I was fed on paper 
trays which were thrown up against the wall by 
the guard when I was fin shed. The trays stayed 
stacking up in a heap of trash for weeks attracting 
rats, bugs and smells of rotting food; since there 
was no cross ventilation, it got pretty bad.

In every prison I’ve been in I’ve experienced sim-
ilar occasions. The only difference was the prison. 
The worst was the 1982 riot at San Quentin and 
the most exciting.

No, Sheila, I cannot physically go to the canteen 
and buy things. I can never come out of my cell 
except to walk to the yard and shower alone. I’m 
not allowed any human physical contact. The way 
it works is, we are issued a wish list. We fill it out 
and give it to the guard who turns it over to the 
facility Canteen supervisor who checks with In-
mate Trust accounts to see if the identifi d inmate 
has money in his account. If he does, the canteen 
supervisor verifies if he inmate has enough to 
cover the purchases requested on wish list. If yes, 
the order is filled and the items bagged and deliv-
ered to the housing unit  where the guard issues 
it out to the inmate. It would be nice to be able to 
walk to and shop at the canteen like the main line 
population When I walk anywhere I’m in chains.

I’m glad you received the pamphlet I sent you. It 
was done by the organization that’s working on 
closing down the solitary confi ement units in 
California. They wrote me and asked if I would 
be willing to do the pamphlet so as to put a face 
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to the struggle. Of course I was. I want to help 
anyone who wants to help me get out of isolation. 
Isolation is a bad thing. I was told the pamphlets 
would be passed out at rallies, etc. I asked the or-
ganizer if they would put my name and number 
so people could write me if they wanted. I could 
describe my situation and environment more 
accurately. It has not generated any mail (smile). I 
must not take a good picture (ha ha). 

Oh, check this out. I saw a T.V. program on PBS 
the other day about Cambodia and the Khmer 
Rouge(?)  and the trials taking place against the 
people who committed genocide over there. I 
found it interesting because the politicians over 
there are protecting the killers and, in fact, were 
members themselves. The government only 
agreed to the trial if it was held in Cambodia and 
the court consisted of a majority of judges associ-
ated with the politicians who support the Khmer 
Rouge. It took ten years just to seat the court. 
One woman, her family murdered by the Khmer 
Rouge, told of her frustrations over the trials be-
cause she looks out across the street and sees the 
men accused of the crimes proudly walking down 
the street. It was a powerful testimony. Of course, 
I thought of you and your work surrounding the 
Hmong of Laos. 

Thank you for looking into  book catalogues for 
old and used books. It’ll be much cheaper for 
guys in here who purchase reading materials. If 
I hear from the law book store in Anaheim, I’ll 
let you know. I understand what you mean when 
you say catalogues are predominently on comput-
ers and not paper any more. The outside world 
is electronic. Prisoners use snail mail as a form 
of communication. And administrators wonder 
why California has a high recitivism rate (smile). 
The subject of books I’m looking for are address-
ing Tort Claims. I need a book that tells me how 
to file specific d cuments and gives examples of 
those documents. I’ve litigated Civil Complaints 
in federal court but  I’ve never litigated a state 
court (tort  claim) so I’d  like to learn. I’m still 
looking for the right book. I know they exist 
because I saw one another prisoner had, but only 
very briefly; my luck they  moved my cell.  I’ll 
keep looking for its name.

The creative process is the most interesting and 
for me the most irritating. Example: I read a Bible 
passage on Jacob’s ladder which has inspired me 
to draw the image. I’ve been fi hting this im-
age for months in m head, creating it, still don’t 
have it. But, here’s my idea: a ladder suspended 
in space with a blue background. Angels  translu-
cent ascending and  descending winding in and 
out of the ladder’s rungs.  On one of the angels 
ascending to heaven a pair of Ray-band sun 
glasses and a bottle of sun-screen (i.e. ascending 
into the light of God). What do you think?

I read a book about two years ago. Its religious in 
nature but the images it allowed my mind to see 
were inspiring. It was called “The Shack”. Another 
book was by Eric Fromm on Ethics (don’t re-
member the name), but it was a good read. 

Once again, thank you for the photo copies of the 
turtle and wirting paper.

See you in my dreams, 
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You asked me if I would like you to send me a 
book on animals you purchased about ten years 
ago to help you on a project. No, Sheila. I appreci-
ate the offer and the book would be kool, but I 
need to keep the books I have and since I’m only 
allowed a total of ten, I’ll have to decline. Can I 
keep an open door on that offer for the future?

I just can’t seem to understand the shifting of 
prisoners from prisons to county jails. I believe 
as you do. I believe that vital state resources 
should be allocated for educational development. 
I believe education is the absolutely most impor-
tant issue and vital contribution to society and its 
future positive development. 

I like the way you articulate your house cleaning 
and organizing passions. “I don’t like to clean and 
so I’m doing a lot of it before the impulse passes 
(haha).  I’m the opposite. I’m a neat freak. I’m 
not yet OCD (obsessive compulsive disorder) but 
everything has a place. I think it has to do with 
living in a cell where space is extremely limited 
and space utilization is a must. Every morning 
I get up. I clean, wiping down toilet, sink and 
walls with liquid disinfectant cleaner, wipe the 
bunk, fl or and blocks. I do all this before I even 
wash up. I have it down to a science. Sundays are 
different because I need to break down my bunk 
(sheets and pillowcase) so, aside from my ritu-
als of cleaning I also incorporate sheet changing. 
Routine facilitates time consumption. 

I read where you wrote you have been working 
with a group called Critical Resistance trying to 
create incarceration consciousness. It’s an issue 
next to my heart. That group I don’t know that 
much about. I have read some articles  written by 
this group but I don’t know if I agree with some 
of their ideas. Do they not seek communism 
theories? I believe in the political foundation of 
the United States although it needs to be fi ed. 
Revolutionary ideas are good but I don’t believe 
in harming people. I’m turning into a real liberal 
these days (smile).

Your bread cooking class sounds ideal and a lot 
of fun. I don’t know if it’s the same organization, 
but, I once took a free bible course from a group 
called Crossroads. I’ve done a few bible study 
courses because it keeps me busy living in a con-
crete box. Do you know if the Crossroads halfway 

house is run by a religious organization? I bet 
you have heard a lot of wonderful stories over 
hot bread and melted butter. Just thinking about 
it makes my mouth water. Have you taught the 
ladies how to make  your fantastic bagels(ohlala)? 
I would totally enjoy the chance to sit and talk 
about life face to face with another human just to 
see facial expressions and emotional infl ctions 
(physically). 

We have a movie channel here at Pelican Bay. 
Every Monday and Friday we’re shown a differ-
ent one, except when the list is exhausted every 
third month. Then the movies are repeated on a 
loop until the prison orders new movies for the 
next three months. We see six months of movies 
and six months of repeats. Right now we’re in the 
repeat mode, have been for a month.. But, I (we) 
have something to look forward to.  On our TV 
the prison purchases three cable channels ESPN 
which is sports and sports news all day, 24/7; we 
get Univision which is a Spanish channel and we 
get BET which is black entertainment television. 
Aside from that a religious organization provides 
us with 4 religious channels. I’ve been in many 
prisons but in all honesty, Pelican Bay provides 
the best TV channels from all the prisons I’ve 
been in. As far as radio, no, I don’t have one. I’m 
allowed to have one but I have to choose either 
a TV or radio. I chose TV. That’s why we’ve been 
hoping to get a TV/radio combination which 
we’re allowed to have but no company makes one 
that’s in conformity with the prison’s criterias. 
On our TV we get two radio stations, one adult 
contemporary music, one ‘80s rock. I’m on the 
‘80s rock most of the time.
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Its 6:00 a.m. and I’m sitting here in the quietness 
of the early morning. The men are just beginning 
to awaken. Chow has yet to arrive. I’m watching 
the golf championships being played in England. 
That’s why its soooo early, eight hour difference. 
How lucky am I. It started yesterday (Thursday) 
and will show all weekend (Sunday).

Right here in front of me I have the Fantastic! 
three part photograph of the landscape com-
posed of lore, plants, animals, architecture and 
cosmology of the Tongva people. Yesterday I 
must of stared at it for hours – no exaggeration 
– a hundred times. I followed the crescent moon 
on its path across the history of  your depiction. 
It looked sooo beautiful, a simple life, but I know 
it had to be a hard one. Nature, as you present it 
makes me long for accepted participation. I even 
caught myself breathing in air attempting to smell 
the world. Crazy, right? When I pass it around to 
the other fellows, it seemed as if each one of them 
see something different than the other even when 
looking at the same panel. In one of the panels 
was a depiction of a sweat-lodge. I’m assuming 
it’s a sweat lodge. Have you ever participated in a 
sweat lodge prayer?

I have an old friend who lives in Minnesota. 
He’s Blackfoot Indian and very much Native 
American. He was telling me  that oil companies 
are drilling on his land in the Dakotas so he is 
expecting (or hoping) to make some money. 
We know each other from when we were kids. 
Ever since I’ve been in prison we have written. 
I used to write him when he was in the military 
stationed over seas. Mail call for him was always 
appreciated. He reciprocates now for me (smile). 
His family dances and practices many of his 
tribe’s traditions, of which we have conversed 
about. Like you, I enjoy a good story.

You wrote me that you have a book fetish And for 
the record I agree with you. I will say this, your 
book choices are very good. Example: “My Name 
is Red” is very good reading. I like it a lot. I’m 
starting to understand it more now that I’m pick-
ing up on the style of writing. When was the last 
time you read it? Do you remember it? I was 

surprised then ’the murderer’ killed Shekure’s 
father.  I don’t know who the murderer is yet 
(identity not disclosed). I was also laughing a lot 
when I read the chapter described by the Coin. It 
reminded me of a dirty joke I heard. Thank you 
for putting me up on it. Many of the guys in the 
pod want to read it next. These guys read mostly 
fantasy fi tion.

As for “A People’s History of the US” by Zinn, yes, 
I’d like to read it, if you’d like to send it.I men-
tioned it while talking to someone over the tier 
and several of the guys have already called dibs 
on seconds. They have heard of the book over 
the years. I have told them about you and your 
book fetish. I explained to them about your book 
shelves and vast variety of book topics. There are 
a few guys in here like you (hooked on books) 
They asked me a million questions about your 
collection. These guys read mostly fantasy fi tion.  
I once asked  my sister to take a picture of the 
moon for me. We don’t get to see the night sky, 
stars or moon, very often, and then when we can 
its through heavy grade wire mesh The pictures 
she set me, I sent out to someone else telling the 
recipient “You’ve been mooned.” (smile).

Thank you for letting me know about that organi-
zation Critical Resistance. Wasn’t what I thought 
it was. I always want a to support groups that seek 
to affect change in the California prison system. 
And I thank you not only for enlightening me on 
the group but also for courageously battling for 
me and men/women similarly situated.  Can you 
tell me if anything positive resulted when you 
and your friends at CR urged the County Board 
of Supervisors in Los Angeles to administrate 
funds to re-entry programs? I’m in contact with a 
religious group that has a home that accepts pa-
rolees and assists them fi ding jobs, housing, etc. 
When I get ready to go to the parole board the di-
rector always writes a letter for me in support of 
parole, offer’s me a job and a place to live, which 
is remarkable. I don’t know if the group, which is 
called PEEP, is receiving state of federal funds but 
I have drawn art for them, gave it to them and 
they sold it to support their group. I’m always 
glad to help in that form. Its all I can do.
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In prison, these prison administrators are also 
making changes as a result of the Court ruling 
to reduce population and the shift f prisoners 
from prison to county jails. The CDCR has re-
written the classifi ation score scheme. Because 
the prison system is losing bodies designated 
as lower custody, the CDCR is realigning the 
points prisoners are given (numerical point sys-
tem) which contributed to the determination as 
to what prison they will be housed. Example, if 
you are a fi st timer with a weapons possession 
sent to prison your points may be set at 0 – 18, 
which means you’ll be housed in minimum se-
curity prison with very little perimeter security; 
if your crime is assault with a weapon, etc., your 
points are higher, 25-37, which equates to a 
higher security prison. The CDCR has changed 
the point system to allow prisoners with higher 
points to be placed in lower security prisons 
so they could fill empty beds in lower security 
prisons so they won’t have to release staff r 
close prisons. The above is a result of counties 
taking prisons because of the Court Act. It is 
because of this I believe the Supervisors should 
allocate money for re-entry, because less people 
in the future will be sent to prison so the cost  
won’t be so high to support those being re-
leased. I salute both you and CR. 

You wanted to know about my last parole board 
hearing and if the Marcy law affected its sched-
uling. I have been to the Parole Board 12 times. 
I was denied under Marcy 10 years. It is my 
belief the Parole Board is a ‘farce!’.  It consists 
of politically appointed pay-backs. Last time I 
checked every member was either an ex-cop or 
ex-CDCR member. For this reason each time I 
mention SHU closure or prison reform, I speak 
of prison Board elimination, which is a cost  
burden to the State of California tax payers. I 
filed a writ of Habeas Corpus under the Law-
rence Law, but heard this week the California 
Supreme Court denied my petition relying on 
Inre Duval. I haven’t read it yet, just ordered it 
from the law library. 

I’m sorry to read about your friend in CIW, 
about her denial by Governor Brown and her 
medical situation. I hope she’s pursuing legal 

avenues. I once had a guy I knew in San Quen-
tin. He had cancer. For some time he was trying 
to get a passionate  (compassionate) release but 
the prison wouldn’t let him go;  Finally, three 
days before he died, he was freed. The CDCR 
does not let people out under medical or pas-
sionate release unless they know for ‘sure’ the 
prisoner is going to die, and soon! I wish her 
good luck.

Thanks so much for the GREAT copies of the 
last drawing I sent you. On the Samuri copy I 
sent you to make copies of, I cannot send you 
any prisoner’s name and number. It would 
have detrimental effect on both of us. Let me 
tell you why it’s detrimental. As you know I’m 
in the hole based on a classifi ation by CDCR. 
I’m a aging member/associate. Because of this 
classifi ation I’m in isolation and anyone who 
has my name or who’s name I mention can 
potentially be placed in the hole as an associate 
to a gang associate or member. You do not have 
to do anything. Example: if I write you, and 
you are writing someone else in another prison, 
whether known to me or not, the CDCR moni-
tors your mail under a system called LEADS 
(Law Enforcement Address Detecting System). 
It shows that your address is being written 
by more than one prisoner in the California 
system, so they check all  your incoming mail 
for messages from one prisoner to another. 
In numerous cases this results in the prisoner 
being locked up and correspondence privileges 
terminated or a few prisoners to one outside 
address. 

I can send you a card to copy. You can return it. 
I can share it. If the copy has a name of a gang 
member/associate on it these people ‘will’ use 
it to say the person who has the copy is a gang 
associate him/herself for having a copy. I’m in 
the hole, in part, for such an incident. Thus, if 
I send you a drawing to copy, its best to return 
it to me. Kool?  Some guards look for reasons, 
make excuses and fabricate evidence to keep 
prisoners in solitary confi ement. It keeps 
population up, requires guards, equals jobs and 
union money for political influence. CDCR, it’s 
a business seeking maximum profits (people) 
and minimum cost. 
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July 20, 2012 (continued)

 It is unfair that you are such a great cook but 
can’t eat what you want. I think this is the per-
fect opportunity for you to create ‘wonderful 
and extravagant’ dishes for people with diabetes. 
corn You seen my meals, beans and more beans. 
There’s a guy here in my pod that’s on a glutton 
free diet. He gets tortillas every day. I get beans. 
I give him some beans to make tostadas and 
burritos and I get corn tortillas to do the same. 
Right now I have two quesadillas (corn tortilla 
and cheese) up on top of my light (heater). Its my 
lunch (smile). How’s that for a diabetic meal? All 
I need is an avocado with tomato and onions (oh 
la la). 

Your upcoming lecture in Albuquerque sounds 
interesting. How fascinated you are with astron-
omy. You mention that you are going to discuss 
the origins and structures of the cosmos. Isn’t 
the theory the big bang? Even if Higgs Boson 
particle  discovery is true, I’m not sure whether 
it alters the original theory. Let me see if I un-
derstand this correctly. The Higgs Boson particle 
holds matter together (yes or no?). What gives 
the Higgs Boson particle matter? And what holds 
it together? Yes, I am always interested in inter-
esting topics and the super accelerator is one of 
those areas. I remember creationists were con-
cerned how the accelerator would impact human-
ity many years past. Do you remember? 
What do you mean when you wrote “I don’t 
believe this theory” meaning the big bang? Do 
you believe in immaculate conception and divine 
creation? What are your beliefs? What about the 
Mayan date of
12/22?

I recognize your Native American beliefs in one 
of your questions to be address in your lecture. 
“Do these stories (cosmos) affect our relationship 
to this planet and one another?” That is a typical 
Native American belief (mother earth, father sky) 
As far as incompatible narratives to productivity, 
co-existing, isn’t it mandatory: Good/bad; up/
down/ in/out, etc. Keep in mind these are just 
crazy thoughts of a man who lives in a concrete 
box where thoughts rattle around off he walls.

Joke:

A guy walks into a doctor’s office ith a duck on 
his head. The doctor asks,
 “Can I help you?”
The duck says,
 “Yeah, get this guy off y ass!”
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 August 2, 2012

For the last few weeks I’ve been reading a lot of 
information  on the Higgs Boson God Particle 
discovery at the Super Accelerator in Switzerland, 
since the subject was broached in your July 15th, 
2012 letter.

I have been thinking about it for a few weeks now 
and have started reading about it. The discov-
ery is, as you had stated, fascinating! I did not 
comprehend the phenomenal implication that 
verifi ation of the particle has and will have on 
scientific i vestigations in the future. And, even 
more important, how this discovery can and will 
impact the investigative future  into astronomy 
and the cosmos. But, I’m sure you already are 
aware of the fact, particularly since you’ve been 
diligently studying this topic anticipation of your 
lecture in Albuquerque this coming September.

Now that its believed that the God Particle binds 
‘matter’, which is, as we understand it to be the 
creation of everything we know, us as humans 
included, I gave your anticipated topics of discus-
sion greater refl ction, particularly: “Is there a 
connection between cosmological stories and the 
socio-political landscape in which they emerge 
and continue to be told? Do these stories affect 
our relationship to this planet and one another?”

If we are bound together by the very  matter that 
is responsible for creating all that we can touch, 
see, hear, taste, or use any of our senses or that 
give us as humans and undeniable connection to 
everything,  in that we are made up of the same 
particles. Just imagine, Sheila, when the Super 
Accelerator is brought up to full power in 2013, 
can you envision the possible discoveries?

Oh, do you have, now that you have been reading 
a lot about astronomy, a better understanding of 
dark matter, string theory, black holes or cosmic 
expansion? And what do you think about the 
religious perspective that I have heard recently 
that God created the Big Bang as part of creation, 
not evolution?

Sheila, I wanted to write and apologize to you for 
not giving the topic Higgs Boson, a topic you fi d 
fascinating, less attention then it deserves when  
you mentioned the theme in July.

August 5, 2012

I was once again excited and pleased to receive 
your letter. The topics you disclose are always the 
most interesting and informative. You never cease 
to amaze me.

A prime example of the above, the Higgs Boson 
research on the alleged “God Particle”. Thank you 
for correcting me. Specifi ally, my belief it was 
discovered when in reality, its still in question as 
to its existence.

Its like you stated in your letter. It’s a very excit-
ing point in time for science. First, I concur the 
super accelerator was very expensive. I believe it 
will continue to increase in cost with time. With 
all the cuts in research, the money, as you pointed 
out, poured into the accelerator project would 
have funded numerous alternative, well intended 
endeavors including alternative energies, water 
and environmental causes (ditto with the Mar’s 
landing).

As you and I agree that the dispersement of the 
money could have been distributed more equita-
bly across lines. Others would disagree, believing 
the investment was responsible. Nature altered by 
man, isn’t that what science is, a lot of the time.

I don’t know if it exists. I think I heard or read it 
somewhere that a car was invented that could run 
on its own energy, thus eliminating the need for 
gas. For instance, every car uses brakes. Brakes 
generate heat which generates energy. Th s heat 
and energy can be used to recharge alternative 
battery electric cars. Alternative fuel regenerating 
self-sustaining auto-transportation.

I was thinking about the Multiple Universes or 
multiverse theory, as you described it. A very in-
teresting subject. I have often wondered whether 
some of my dreams were past existence from a 
multiverse. I began to wonder when there were 
times I could not recall events viewed in dreams. 
I wondered if my dreams were residual memo-
ries and since these  residual memories were not 
recallable from this life, maybe they were from 
another. I have pieced some of my dreams to 
events in this life, but when I couldn’t I thought, 
is it possible the memories are from an alternative 
existence. My question? Maybe.
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August 5, 2012 (continued)

In terms of multiverses and life, I don’t believe 
they confli t with creation. God could have cre-
ated all multiverses. After all, multiverses imply 
creations, Adam and Eve in each one. Multiverses 
don’t imply big bang or evolution, although they 
can. Creation, of course, confli ts with evolution 
because we’re talking six (6) day development. 
But, there are some religiously inclined people 
that say evolution and creation don’t confli t be-
cause they say God created both and the million 
years of development are linguistically implied to 
mean days.

What do I believe? I believe I would be dead  a 
thousand times over had God not stepped into 
save and strengthen me when needed and I’ve 
needed it a lot. (smile)

The meal you prepared for your guest made my 
mouth water. Were talking salivating! Chicken 
mole of chile rellenos. I closed my eyes and 
imagined dipping freshed baked bread into some 
steaming mole. Hot and spice, perfectly seasoned 
to taste. Damn, Sheila, you are killing me. Don’t 
stop (smile). Me and a few of the fellows were 
talking about the mole you made. I always tell 
the guys about the meals you tell me about. One 
asked me what kind of mole was it, chocolate 
or pipian. I told him I didn’t know.  I heard of 
chocolate; the second I have not. Which did you 
make? Every now and again I pull out my veggie 
cook book just to look at the pictures. 

You are totally right. Isn’t it incredible what is 
happening with technology. I’ve been wondering 
what prisoners are going to do when the post of-
fice c ases to exist as we know it (we get mail five 
(5) days a week). Who will prisoners, restricted 
to using only snail mail, correspond with? Every-
thing print is going to be electronic. Of course, 
less paper means more trees (?) I guess all bad 
has good as an off et. Would it be selfish of me to 
say, I worry how you and I  will write (smile). All 
the housing units here in the SHU  have comput-
ers capable of receiving e-mail. It would be easy 
for SHU inmates but sending something is a 
different story.

How did you like those Olympics? I was stuck on 
N.B.C. the whole time. I didn’t like the opening 
ceremonies.  To me it seemed as though it was 
focussed on British history, very self-centered.

In fact, they paled in comparison to the Chinese 
Olympic opening (2008). That was fantastic!!!

As far as your quotation, “Why does it appear 
blacks excel in running events more so than 
whites? I’m not sure. If I had to take a guess, I’d 
say its both social (training) and physiological 
(dna). I asked a black guy here in my pod this 
same question. He had no guess. There are excep-
tions. For example, there was a female Chinese 
swimmer born with extra large arms and hands. 
She was sooooo fast she was tested for drug en-
hancements. 

I heard a past Gold Medalist printer named 
Johnson(black) say blacks excel in running be-
cause of slavery. He’s an ass!! If that was the case 
Jews would be supersonic, they were slaves a lot 
longer.

I totally enjoyed reading your story “Unexploded 
Ordinance (UXO) and the Aftermath of War for 
Hmong in Laos (2012). I was not aware of the ex-
traordinary amount of bombs dropped on Laos. 
Nor the staggering rate of UXO still viable and 
destroying lives, displacing families and prevent-
ing economical development. I liked the way you 
described your visit intertwined with history, 
retracing the steps of events, articulated in your 
voice and, ultimately crossing the Atlantic Ocean 
reporting on the impact of Cher Lue Chang 
uselessness and Kou and Mao Chang’s struggles. 
I cannot imagine dismantling a tractor, only to 
reassemble it on the other side of the river (wow!) 
When will you publish? Thank you for sharing.

Sheila, I appreciate very much the two books 
you sent me (“A People’s History” by Zinn and 
“Wild Seed” by Butler) I already fin shed “Wild 
Seed”, really enjoyed it right from the start. Read 
it in one day (smile). Others in the pod are now 
reading it. I’m reading “A People’s History” a little 
slower. Thank you for the paper and envelopes 
you also sent.  You are very kind and generous.

I have enclosed a drawing for you. The last 
drawing I did for you using pastels, I thought 
could use more brilliance to heighten the colors, 
soooo what I did was create a paint-like mixture. 
I got one of the peanut butters given for lunch. 
I emptied it out on ten (10) toilet paper squares 
allowing the paper to absorb the oil 24 hours. 
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August 5, 2012 (continued)

allowing the paper to absorb the oil for 24 hours. 
I removed the pb, twisted the paper to extract 
the oil catching it in an empty mustard pack. I 
then scraped pastel chalk, mixed with oil which 
enhances the color. I hope it doesn’t make your 
home smell like peanut butter (smile).

I better close. Every time I write you I have to cut 
myself off ( a ha). You are always on my mind 
and in my heart.

September 16, 2012

Sheila, I read about what you mentioned in your 
letter concerning registered voters and them 
being denied for lack of photo identifi ation. Its 
crazy? When I became aware of it I immediately 
thought of some underdeveloped country who’s 
politicians are attempting to steal the election. I 
understand the delegates needed for election, but 
why isn’t the voting process changed so that its 
one vote for one person. Remember Bush/Gore. 
Gore won the popular vote but lost the election. 
I’d like Obama for a second term. Did you see Bill 
Clinton’s speech at the DNC? I thought he did a 
very good job. How about you?

Sheila, you asked me some questions so let me 
answer them before this short story becomes a 
book (haha). You wanted to know where I get 
the ideas for my drawings. Most of the time I’ll 
see an image, visualize an alternative depiction 
and create it utilizing artistic liberties to alter the 
original. Some times I follow an original image. 
Once in a while I’ll create something out of my 
imagination. Example: this card  originally was 
an image of the Aztec deity called Tlaloc, but the 
only remaining true representation is the eyes 
and fangs, which helps  us to continue to identify 
it as Tlaloc. I turned the water container into a 
fl wer vase, added roses, leaves and vines, took 
complete liberties with the other images, designs, 
shapes and additives. I experimented with color 
combinations and shades, altering it soooo much 
its now an original.

The stories attached to some of my drawings are 
predominately historically accurate based on 
the inaccurate historical disclosed documented 
books (smile). I’ve read most stories in books 
over the years. The Nahualtl language, its origin 
and religious practices predate Christianity. From 

what I’ve read, the Mexica (real name of Aztecs) 
worshipped gods, both mythical and physical. 
Most Mexica history was destroyed by Spanish 
conquistadors and the books.

I used to have Nahuatl language dictionary and 
compendiums so I could learn it, but all the 
books were confiscated. The material was con-
sidered as a form of promoting gang activity 
by prison guards. That which I learned is now 
being forgotten by me. Time is working its magic 
(smile). 

As far as images of sexy ladies that I draw, they 
are just images from papers, mostly, with faded 
fragments of recollection. Sexy is now all imagi-
nation/fantasy. 

You mentioned an interest in knowing the tech-
nique used to make paints! Prior to the hunger 
strike of July 2011, solitary confi ement prison-
ers were not allowed art supplies. We made colors 
by scraping colored paper pulp out of old maga-
zines. Then massage the pulp into the drawing or 
use color candy coating from M & Ms, Koolaid, 
vitamins or coffee. Since the strike and our access 
to pastels and colored pens, our only concern, 
how to enhance the brilliance of  the color. Time 
and experimentation provided the answer, oil. 
Our only access to oil, our peanut butter packs. 
After experimenting with quantities (powder 
pastel: oil and forms of application (which is 
important) experimentation became developed 
application. Since paper absorbed oil and works 
as a filter to extract peanut butter particles, we 
could use the oil coated paper to go over applied 
pastel or make an oil base paint by twisting the 
paper to extract a few drops of oil into scraped 
pastel powder. Its messy but fun. 

I received your large envelope with the three 
sheets of photos taken of the mission you visited 
in Arizona …(wow?) I don’t know what im-
pressed me more, the images or the presentation 
of the images displayed as seen by the photog-
rapher. Images 6442-44 allowed me to view in 
broad display and narrowed my focus to un-
derstand intricacies (Kool). I have been sharing 
them with all here in my world…We say thank 
you. Oh, and so you know, I shared your story 
with the fellows here about the Hmong. Everyone 
found it interesting and informative.
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October 30, 2012

I am so excited to hear about, what I hope was a 
wonderful adventure. I pray this letter fi ds you 
exhausted by existence, debilitated with delicacies 
and erotically titillated by foreign excursions.

Until I do, let me tell you what has been hap-
pening in my life since our last letter. You must 
understand events in my existence are not as 
profound as yours. In fact, you will probably fi d 
the earth moving events in my life are matters of 
unimportance in yours, but I like to share them 
with you, nonetheless.

On the 19th of October the Associate Warden 
issued a memorandum to all the inmates housed 
in the SHU, letting us know that we can take an 
annual photograph, which has been the case for a 
year now, but now we’re allowed to take and keep 
them to send to whom we wish; we can get copies 
sent back and so, if we desire we can send copies 
to other family members and friends. 

Before we were only allowed to take pictures in 
either a white T-shirt or yellow jumpsuit. Now 
we can wear our thermal or sweatshirts. Excit-
ing, isn’t it? O.K., it’s not penicillin, but it’s new 
(smile). I’ll be able to take one in December. I 
have to wait until then because I was given a Rule 
Violation Report last December and you have to 
be disciplinary free for one year. Soooo, you’ll be 
able to see what I look like soon.

I’ve been looking at the fantastic photographs 
you sent me of  the “Dragon Flight exhibition at 
the William Grant Still Center. Wow! I am totally 
impressed with what you have done. Everything 
looked Great!  One question, how come you 
didn’t blow your work up to make it at least 20” x 
20” when you hung it? Its soooo very informative 
and visually pleasing that any unnecessary visual 
strain diminishes the aesthetic experience.

I have my copy here in my cell and every time I 
take it out to the show the guys in my pod when 
we get someone new, they ask me to let them 
know what some of the quadrants state. Dif-
fi ult to read for some of the guys based on age 
progression (smile). Were you able to attend the 
opening of the exhibit or had you left n your trip 
by the time it opened?

I expect you’ll be back by the end of November. 
Will you be home so you can vote? Or have you 
already voted in an early ballet? Or, Sheila, have 
you decided not to vote at all? I’ve been watching 
a lot of the polls and it seems to be shaping up 
into a very close race. I believe Obama will win 
if he can carry the swing states. I’m hoping that 
will be the case, despite the fact that Romney has 
the majority of the popular vote. How do you feel 
about both of the candidates? There are also some 
very interesting propositions being decided in 
California, particularly the death penalty issues, 3 
strikes and genetic food labeling.

You asked I could write something for the book 
you are putting together of some of my art (and 
by the way, OMG!) I can and will write some-
thing. I have written over 100 poems. I could 
send them if you’d like to possibly use one or 
more of them. I was going over them the other 
day. I don’t know if you’d be interested in seeing 
all sides of my personality. Just keep in mind, be-
cause I live in solitary confi ement, my isolation 
and subsequent writing is or was about imaginary 
truth. Example: if it’s a love poem I wrote, in all 
likelihood its based on what I imagine it would, 
should or could be, not what was or is. 

Tomorrow is Halloween. When I went to the 
canteen I bought some goodies to pass out to 
the guys here in the section, a little trick or treat 
(smile). I was looking through a magazine and 
saw a picture of the most wonderful looking 
pecan pie. Seeing it I immediately thought of you. 
Do you  know how to make a pecan pie? I’ve only 
tasted one a few times in my life. I don’t even 
know if it was how pecan should taste, whether it 
was properly prepared or not because it was out 
of a vending machine, but I loved it. What’s your 
pie specialty? 

The other day I was out in the yard – you know 
what our yards look like, above the ground tomb. 
I was standing out in the rain. It was lightning 
and thundering as if it were right next to me. I 
could smell electricity when it struck. I looked 
down and realized I was standing in a puddle of 
water (Holy cow!) I exercised what little sense I 
have and came in. It’s been really bad up here, but 
not really as bad as the situation with Hurricane 
Sandy on the east coast. I have a niece that lives in 
North Carolina. Hoping all is well. 
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November 22, 2012

How are you doing? Although I’m writing this 
letter today, I won’t be able to send it for a few 
days because of the holiday and the mail not go-
ing out for at least three days.

Th s year the 22nd (Thanksgiving) fell on my 
father’s birthday, so I was able to double celebrate. 
Additional issues to be thankful for, including 
you. Our meal wasn’t anything different except 
that each of us received a tablespoon of cran-
berry sauce on the side. Since I’m on a vegetarian 
diet, in place of turkey (canned and processed) I 
received  beans, which I was soooo thankful for. 
The guards have replaced a few of my bean meals, 
so once every few months I get two egg rolls and 
white rice, or veggie pizza spaghetti with tomato 
sauce. It’s a welcomed change from beans and an 
enjoyable delight to my taste buds.

December 16th, 2012

Welcome Home! I’m very glad that you are home 
safe. From what I read in your journals I know 
you had a Great! time.

You must be very tired and in need of rest. Big 
question: How is your health? because I know 
you have neglected your diet (smile).

I’ve enclosed 66 poems written by me, one draw-
ing for you as a Christmas present (smile) and 
this note to let you know you were missed!

xxx

January 21, 2013

It’s the morning of the Presidential inauguration 
and Martin Luther King Jr. Day. The news media 
is starting to gear up. I’ve been getting a lot of 
facts of past inaugurations and the presidents in 
history. I cannot believe the polarizing separation 
by politicians in the House of Representatives 
and Senate. I wonder how much of it is racially 
motivated?

I looked up the word Chanukah but was un-
able to fi d it under that spelling. Instead I was 
referred to the term Hanukkah about But, I never 
knew its meaning until I read the defin tion: 

“Jewish festival of Lights commemorating the 
purifi ation of the Temple in 165 BV”. The defin -
tion did not identify which Temple the defin -
tion was referring to. So I ask you, what was the 
importance? Why do you celebrate Chanukah? Is 
it tradition or your religious commitment?

I used to talk to a religious volunteer who would 
come to my cell housing unit once a week to 
talk to me. He hasn’t come in a while. His name 
is Lou. He was a member of the Seventh Day 
Adventist Church. The Seventh Day Advents 
also practice as you described. They put down 
all activities on Friday sundown and remain that 
way unitl Saturday sundown. Are Seventh Day 
Advents and Jewish people celebrating the same 
religious observance?

You know what I’ve wanted to do, and I’ve asked 
my sister to do it for me but they don’t under-
stand the importance. I’ve wanted to videotape 
my mother’s life story so I could have it when 
she dies. I want to learn about my family tree, 
my parents, parents grandparents past loves and 
events, all the things I ignored when I was young, 
and now will never have the chance to fi d out 
because of my imprisonment. My sisters don’t 
realize it will be lost and that generations to come 
will be deprived. Have you ever done the above?

You mentioned that your next challenge is to 
figu e out how to live as a retired person. Have 
you discovered the answer to that question or 
are you even seeking an answer to that question? 
My suggestion: don’t be in such a hurry to fi d 
something and just enjoy the here and now. After 
all, life isn’t concrete, why should your answers 
and questions be? JUST BE! I’ve come to realize 
that when you, Sheila, are just yourself, you are 
very creative. 

I did receive the book “The Swerve.” Thank you 
a lot! It was very thought provoking. A few other 
guys here with me wanted to read it as well, after I 
described it to them. Thank you! I just wrote this 
magazine service that advertised in my neighbor’s 
magazine subscription a free one year subscrip-
tion to a ladies clothing magazine. All I had to do 
was send back the coupon, which I did. Th s mag 
has drawing patterns and those perfume strips 
inside. I  like to rub the scents on my sheets when 
I change the Sunday mornings (wow). 
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February 10, 2013

Did you put perfume on your letter to me? If yes, 
thank you! The scent was nostalgic in the most 
pleasurable form. My incarceration deprives me 
everything feminine, sound, sight and scent. 
When your letter was handed to me it was the 
‘fi st’ of several emotional responses I would 
have. Mail has the power to evoke emotional re-
sponses on men (and women) in jail. Refl ction, 
contemplation, expectation and regrets. 

Scent heightens those emotional responses. Its 
such a memory triggering neuro-physiological re-
sponse. Remember the book you sent me on the 
senses. It spoke on how scent provoked memo-
ries. Oh, even before reading a single word, words 
I’m always looking forward to reading, I raised 
your letter upward and deeply inhaled. It was the 
beginning of my escape, enjoyed further through 
your adventures related in correspondence. 

I hear you on the topic of everyone having a dys-
functional family in some form or fashion as you 
mentioned in your letter when talking about your 
family. Dysfunctional is a term subject to indi-
vidual interpretation. What may be dysfunctional 
for one person is simply life’s ebbs and fl ws for 
another.

I think the labels we use can, in some case, dis-
tort reality. Example: a man loses a fortune. He 
becomes distraught, tells himself he is ruined. He 
has labeled himself in utter destruction. In reality 
he lost some money. Yes, a lot, but he is not a ru-
ined man. He has exacerbated his state of reality 
by magnifying his lose. Dysfunction can be the 
same thing.

You wrote,  I love being with men, but you don’t 
know how to build  emotional intimacy with 
them. That’s your stated reason for being single. 
First, let me say there is nothing wrong with 
being single if  that’s what you want. Me, I don’t 
think emotional intimacy is built. Acceptance of 
idiosyncrasy is what I think bounds us together. 

I read a book called “The Shack” (religious). The 
author writes that when we aere born we possess 
ALL the love we will ever have already in our 
hearts. We cannot love our enemies any less or 
more than the most signifi ant person in our lives 
because love doesn’t grow, it only expands to all 
knowledge of each other. So, the more knowledg-

able we become of another person, this allows for 
expansion of acceptance or repelling. We label 
this love or hate. Of course, that’s just what a man 
living in a concrete box thinks about sometimes. 
What do I know? I live through snail mail (smile).

I’m so thankful for your offer to video tape and 
record an interview with my mother. Its every-
thing I want. My mother is going to pass away 
sooner than later and I’ve not lived with her since 
I was a young boy. I haven’t experienced the 
existence of my mother. I don’t know my mother’s 
grandparents, her youthful life, years with her 
brother or sisters, her life with my grandparents, 
her marriage, what she thinks as a woman, cook-
ing recipes for her meals, etc., etc. All this will be 
lost to me when she dies. I want to experience 
it in any form available to me. I hope she’ll do it 
(agree to be video taped). I’ve written and asked 
her but my mother is very private.

I’ve been hearing that the prison has started tak-
ing men to a special classifi ation board to review 
us for release from solitary confi ement units. 
I don’t know how the program is being imple-
mented so I can’t give you any details, but when I 
hear something that might benefit or facilitate my 
release from the hole I’ll immediately write. 
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February 14, 2013

I don’t know if it’s holidays in general or just 
certain ones you prefer not to celebrate, but  me, 
I look for reasons to celebrate. It helps me escape 
my environment, if only temporary. That’s the 
reason I asked you to let me know your birthday 
(Leo). It’s also one of the reasons I’m sending 
you this card for Valentine’s Day. I want you to 
know, Sheila, that on this day for lovers you are 
very much loved. You have brought me joy and 
renewed my belief in humanity as a whole. Some-
times I’m still surprised good people exist, until, 
that is, I was lucky enough to meet wonderful 
people like you.

You asked me what the date’s of the pictures were. 
The one where I’m standing with the hat on was 
taken at Folsom Prison in 1983. The one where 
I’m squatting down was taken in the lock-up Unit 
at Soledad Prison in 1986 in the exercise yard, 
And, of course, the one in  Pelican Bay  this year.  

As far as the ideas I get for my drawings I do, they 
come from different inspirations. For example, 
you asked me can I tell you about some of the 
Latin American figu es I’ve done and how did I 
learn about them. Over the years I’ve read numer-
ous books on Latin America. In the process I’ve 
studied the stories told, although they vary in the 
interpretations, depending on the disclosure. I 
can develop a picture, of course, using my inter-
pretations. The images I draw, sometimes I copy 
the images from books, but when I do I almost 
always try to alter it. Or, if I see an image that I 
fi d interesting, I’ll try to alter the image as I have 
seen it in my mind. Almost always before I start 
a drawing I can already see the completed piece 
in my mind, but through the process, I’ll change 
areas after my initial mental image.

You know, Sheila, a great example is the card you 
sent me by John Swanson called “Dream of Jacob.” 
I don’t remember if you can recall, but several 
months ago I mentioned to you about wanting to 
do the same image John did, only I wanted to use 
a more modern depiction. I was amazed when I 
looked at the card (wow!) Thank you for sending 
it to me. Oh yes, on topic, are the Latin Ameri-
can drawings I do Aztec or Mayan? Yes, both. 
You asked  me if I have a book that describes the 
images. No, not personally, bit almost every guy 
in the pod has such books that are at my disposal 
whenever I’d like to see them.

You would be surprised how much men in the 
joint attempt to learn about their cultural back-
grounds. Of course, the guards use the investi-
gation into one’s ancestral background as gang 
involvement, not in all cases, but in many, de-
pending on the information. In the years past 
I’ve read all kinds of books on numerous subjects 
relating to the wide variety of races. To possess 
one of those books today would be interpreted by 
prison guards as gang activity. Here’s how dumb 
the reasoning is: I read the autobiography of 
Joseph Banano, an Italian mobster. I could read 
his book without repercussion, but if I had in my 
possession a book of George Jackson, the Soledad 
Brother, that would be considered Black gang 
involvement, or Malcolm X.

The gang units look for information to use to 
justify the practice of solitary confi ement, and 
most of it is made up as the days change. I’m not 
even allowed to accurately depict in art some 
of the Aztec or Mayan images because the gang 
unit  had deemed it gang activity. Even some of 
my early pieces, if I would draw or posses them 
today, would be justifi ation to keep me in isola-
tion indeterminently because the gang units have 
decided the 1000 year old images refl ct gang 
activity, something I need to be aware of when I 
draw.

I’m going to close up. Thank you again for all your 
generosity and kind words. I’ll seek you out in my 
dreams. Its where I keep everyone I care about. 
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February 17, 2013

I started writing poetry when I was sent to soli-
tary confi ement in San Quentin in 1987. After 
spending hours, days, weeks , months and ulti-
mately years confi ed in a concrete box I had to 
exercise my brain or lose it. Poetry allowed both 
mental stimulation and emotional release. Poetry, 
my poetry was not commenced out of love of 
word or expression. It was practiced out of neces-
sity and evolved into enjoyment, pleasure and ex-
pression. My art evolved out of the same necessity 
but for different reasons. I began to draw because 
I did not have money to buy greeting cards. And 
I felt bad having to ask others who knew how to 
draw if they would draw me one. So, I began do-
ing my own. They were bad but they worked and 
drawing consumed time. When locked in a cell, 
time consumption, at times, becomes important 
(some times).

Both my art and my writing slowed down a lot 
between 1999 and subsequent years because I was 
doing a lot of legal work litigating a civil action I 
filed for denial of medical care. I still write poetry 
now and again, when inspired either physically, 
mentally, emotionally or religiously. I draw under 
similar conditions, but I’m always thinking about 
both now.

You’ll notice a lot of my poetry is about love in 
all its forms. Almost all of it is about imaginary 
lovers. What other lovers do a man in a cage 
have? There’s a song called “Imaginary Lover” 
by an early ‘70s rock band. Don’t recall the name 
but in the song the words “talk about being able 
to summons his lover at any time without ever 
having to hear no.” What an ideal lover? For men 
living on memories imaginary lovers are the only 
love experienced. That’s why a lot of my writing 
is dream poetry. The ones I ultimately sent you 
are selected pieces I had. Other pieces I’ve written 
are violent or brutal. My evil nature. Its not a side 
deserving of disclosure especially since I’m trying 
to feed only that side of my human nature which 
cultivates positive existence. Its like Maya Ange-
lou writes, “We do better when we know better.” I 
know better now.

The drawing enclosed was inspired by the book 
you sent me “The Swerve,” which I enjoyed, and 
a tattoo magazine my neighbor gets and shares. I 
saw the religious faith idea in the tattoo mag. But 
not the scientific c unterpoint which I read in 

“The Swerve.” So, I thought I’d include them both, 
taking artistic liberties, of course (smile). If there 
is anything else you’d like to know about my artis-
tically inclined development or anything else, ask. 
I will never be a prevaricator with you.

February 24, 2013

It blows my mind reading you’ve been keeping 
my past letters. I don’t keep mail after I’ve read 
and answered it, normally. I do have the last letter 
my father wrote me before he died, and a single 
letter written by my mother. I read, answer and 
dispose of mail. I don’t keep mail because my liv-
ing quarters are very small, organization a must. 
I live under the minimalist state of mind; if I can 
live without it, I do. 

The main reason I asked you about the sweat 
lodge was to discover if you practice any par-
ticular discipline (spiritual or otherwise) to re-
establish equilibrium or relieve stress. I practice 
transcendental meditation, not as often as I used 
to, nor as much as I’d like. I also do yoga trying to 
keep sane in an insane world.

You asked why I became a vegetarian. In 2011 
while sitting in my cell I experienced a transient 
iscimic attack (TIA). Its like a mini stroke. so I 
was told by the doctors. I stood up, felt dizzy and 
a tingling in my arm; both episodes passed in five 
or ten minutes, but I lost the ability to talk for 
approximately five hours. Needless to say this was 
a frightful experience. I began to evaluate possible 
contributing factors, fi ding very few. After all, 
I was in good physical condition, exercising six 
days a week, sleeping well and had little stress, etc. 
etc. So, ultimately I reached the conclusion it was 
one of two possibilities. I sat in one position too 
long, crossed leg, when I stood up maybe a blood 
clot developed, broke loose and moved resulting 
in a temporary TIA or it was my diet.

Now I try not to sit in one position long. I stand 
and walk in my cell more often, and I don’t eat ‘as 
much’ meat/grease products. My diet consists of 
unseasoned beans and rice most of the time.  So, 
my vegetarian diet is not strict instead its severely 
limited. Sometimes I’ll trade my beans and rice 
to one of the guys for something on their tray. 
Another reason I eat the way I do, I don’t like fat, 
we’re talking gag reflex d slike!
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February 24, 2013 (continued)

In terms of combining foods, a term I’m not fa-
miliar with, since I eat a lot of beans and rice and 
peanut butter, I’m told I get all the protein I need. 
I cannot eat for taste or enjoyment, only survival. 
Sad isn’t it. That’s why I like to hear about your 
fantastic’ culinary adventures. Then I salivate. 

Parole, why have I been denied since becom-
ing eligible in 1988? The language is always the 
same, rote wording: I pose an unreasonable risk 
to public safety. My crime was Atrocious, Callous 
and Heinous. All life prisoners will be recited the 
same language. Its standard boilerplate. When 
I went in 2009 I was denied ten years. I could 
petition the board to reduce the amount but it 
wouldn’t do me any good being in solitary con-
fi ement. I’ve appeared before the board thirteen 
times since coming to the joint in 1978. So I don’t 
see how any attorney would benefit me with the 
laws of California the way they are.

Why am I in solitary confi ement since 1986? The 
CDCR has classifi d me as a gang associate, based 
on that classifi ation I’m deemed a threat to the 
safety and security of California prisons, staff nd 
inmates.  Keep in mind, I have not violated any 
rule or regulation to justify indeterminate solitary 
confi ement in the SHU, aside from being ac-
cused by a confide tial informant of alleged gang 
association. No judge mandated SHU placement, 
but the prison administrators have the author-
ity to place and keep me in the SHU and they do 
the same to thousands. CDCR gets more money 
for guards and operational cost because its more 
expensive to keep me in isolation than to house 
me in the general population. Now that money is 
tight, the CDCR is changing the rules and might 
let more men out of the SHU. Hopefully, I’ll be 
one of the lucky ones.

As far as my prison conviction, your statement 
was correct, somewhat. I cannot say I had noth-
ing to do with the crime. The fact is, I don’t 
know if I had anything to do with it. I was in an 
alcoholic black out. When I was young I used to 
drink a lot. I was convicted of being an aider and 
abettor to second degree murder. That sentence 
in November 1978 was changed from a 5, 7, or 9 
year sentence to a 15 year to life sentence. My case 
happened on December 28, 1978.

What does this mean? A man was killed, another 
man was found guilty of killing him, but I was 
found guilty of preventing the victim from run-
ning. In California one suffers the same sentence 
as the perpetrator, if found to be an adder and 
abettor, except I was found not guilty of a weap-
ons possession.

Because I have a life sentence I can only be re-
leased if the parole board decides it. The board is 
made up of all ex-cops and CDCR employees who 
have a vested interest in not freeing the very peo-
ple who keep them employed. Talk about a Catch 
22. I hope that fills in some of the blanks for you, 
if there is anything else you’d like to know, please 
ask. I’ll tell you. 

You asked if I can get quarterly packages. No. Be-
cause I’m in the SHU. I’m only allowed to receive 
one package a year (annual package). I’m allowed 
to order from one of the four vendors approved 
by the CDCR. I don’t have anyone that could send 
me a package right now. Margie sent me one in 
2008. My sister sent me one in 2010. Because I 
didn’t have someone to send me one this year, 
I received one in my name for another person. 
In tern, he gave me something out of it. Thank 
you for offering to put money into an account at 
Walkenhorst, but, no thank you. As much as I 
appreciate the offer, I cannot order a package until 
next year, plus I don’t like ordering from Walken-
horst. It’s the most expensive of the approved 
vendors. Most people here don’t go through them. 
Thank you very much for your offer(s). I really do 
count myself lucky having you in my life. 

I’m thinking about enrolling in some courses 
soon, maybe get my Associate Arts degree. I need 
about 20 or so units, mostly electives, if not all.
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March 3, 2013

You asked me if I knew why I was such a bad 
student when I was young. I believe I do, after 
years of considering this very issue.  I contribute 
my inability to learn to my self-esteem, or bet-
ter yet, lack of it. Of course, when my learning 
development was affected by my self-esteem, 
my self-esteem was compounded in suffering 
by my inability to learn – what a circle, until I 
learned another form of pride (false). I gained 
self-esteem through strength (fear, intimidation, 
etc.). But it’s a false strength because you are 
never strong enough to be compassionate, caring 
or concerned, the real characters of strength. 
School was so very difficult because of the op-
posing confli t of personality I was struggling 
with. Seeking acceptance through right but only 
getting it through wrong. And suffering disciplin-
ary actions as a result, ultimately prison. What a 
rough path to travel until understanding over-
comes. But, even then, you still have to endure 
the consequences of the past. Thus, the journey 
continues. Now is the time for strength. I’ve been 
forged in fi e, tempered in solitude. I hope that 
helps you with your understanding of me. I’m an 
open book. Turn my pages. 

You asked me how I ended up going to solitary 
confi ement in San Quentin in 1986. It began 
while I was in Solano prison. One day out on 
the yard some prisoners were stabbed. Though 
I was not aware the assault was going to hap-
pen, or who did the assault, I was identifi d by 
a confide tial informant to the guards as having 
knowledge of the attack. A confide tial informant 
is a prisoner who supplies information to guards 
for benefits, favors and protection. As a result of 
the cf disclosure I was sent back to the hole at SQ. 
It was not my fi st stint in solitary confi ement. 
I had been sent to the hole a few times before 
that but only for 90 days or less. In the early days 
of confi ement a man was only sent to the hole 
because he broke a rule and he was given a fi ed 
term. So, my fi st few times in the hole were 
for pruno production (making wine). I used to 
drink. Or was drunk in the yard. Most of the time 
the guard would only lock you up in your cell to 
sleep it off. When a guy became a snitch he wasn’t 
allowed to do it confide tially. There were protec-
tions in place. So, guys wouldn’t use the guards 
to get someone off he yard that the snitch might 
owe something to. Snitches now use the guards 

and the guards allow them, because the guards 
then boast of discovering something confide -
tial for the purpose of giving the guard the false 
perception of being a diligent guard. Of course, 
the information the cf provides is overwhelm-
ingly false and of a hearsay nature. Example: an 
inmate tells another inmate something he heard. 
The second inmate tells a guard. Noone checks 
if the fi st inmate’s information was true or idle 
boasting. Nonetheless, a third inmate is confi ed 
indefin tely in solitary confi ement. 

How can this arbitrary and capricious process 
result in thousands of men confi ed in solitary 
cells for decades? It’s because solitary confi e-
ment cells employ more guards than mainline 
inmate cells do. And, more guard, more money, 
more union dues, more political power. Guards 
actually use military tactics to psychologically 
break men’s minds in the SHU for the purpose of 
extracting information from gang members. The 
problem, there’s only a limited number of gang 
members. So to justify cost, you need exaggerated 
numbers. Thus, thousands of prisoners accused 
of gang ‘association’ unjustly! Thus membership 
no longer results in indefin te confi ement but 
mere association with an alleged member can do 
it. Now that is going to change. All that will be 
needed for indeterminate solitary confi ement in 
the future will be decided based on an arbitrary 
scale of perceived dangerousness, developed by 
individual guards. Sounds like a vigilante mental-
ity for the future. 

See you in my dreams,

P.S. As you know I often end my letters with the 
phrase “I’ll see you in my dreams.” I say that 
because its a place I can fi d and spend time with 
the ones I love. These dreams predominantly 
have disappeared. When I’m lucky enough to 
experience a dream that includes loved ones, I 
never know if its a past memory or secret desire 
(a dream within a dream). An overwhelming 
amount of my dreams fi d me confi ed in hor-
rific s tuations. I’ve even believed myself to be 
murdered a few times. I’ve also spoken with God. 
No matter the evil, bad or confi ement I experi-
ence while in rem, I still seek sleep per chance to 
see loved ones.
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March 21, 2013

You thanked me for allowing you to include 
some of my poems and excerpts from letters in 
your book. To the contrary, Sheila, it is I who 
must thank you for fi ding me worthy enough to 
include my writing and images in your creation. 
I’m very pleased, excited and intrigued. I have 
enclosed five (5) poems. I don’t like the contents 
(violence) but, because you said they would make 
the book inclusive, I now forward them. I hope 
they do not make you think badly of me. That’s 
what really concerns me. 

You like to know if I know the person who killed 
the man at the party? Yes! You also like to know if 
I’m in touch with this person? No, nor do I want 
to be. I won’t mention if the person is in prison or 
not because there were two of us convicted and 
sent to prison. Since I’m saying I didn’t do it, that 
would imply the other person did. Such a state-
ment could potentially be used against he, she or 
me.

Finally, was I represented at trial? Yes! I had a 
public defender and although I’m thankful for 
that, it’s a far cry from having competent legal 
representation, the kind money buys. If someday, 
you ever want to read my trial transcripts, which 
I still have, you need only ask. 

You mentioned that you’d like to make sure I re-
ceived an annual package (box) from an approved 
vendor like Walkenhorst as soon as I can. Thank 
you but I’m only allowed one package per year 
and I received one for another guy already. That 
means I cannot get another one until next year 
(January).

March 26, 2013

Thank you for the wonderful information you 
sent me on both the combination of foods for the 
purpose of obtaining a balanced diet of protein 
and other options. As I read it I realized most of 
the information disclosed was the same meals 
I now consume 9rice, peanut butter, beans and 
bread). I shared the documents with all the other 
fellows here with me. Most were interested.

My neighbor right now is on a very limited diet. I 
say limited because we’re feed enormous mounts 
of bread products, something like six to eight 
slices a day and that’s  not considering  all the 
other bread products (waffles, ancakes, cakes, 
biscuits and sweets).  In fact, PBSP uses bread as 
fillers of stomachs in place of nutritional foods, 
one of the reasons the guys were interested in the 
documents  you sent.

Bad news. These people (at the classifi ation 
hearing today) took no action on my housing 
status because my records were inadequately 
presented/documented (meaning I am classifi d 
as a gang member rather than a gang associate). 
I clarifi d and articulated the necessary issued of 
concern and was told my classifi ation would be 
looked into. I’ll stay on top of it, but effici cy is 
not a characteristic I would associate with this 
place. So, I’m going to initiate an inmate appeal 
just to stay in the ears  of these responsible for 
making the decisions. I’ll keep you in the loop. 

See you in my dreams,
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April 10, 2013

I write with recent news surrounding my impris-
onment, and, unfortunately, it is not favorable for 
me.

If you have not noticed, my housing unit address 
has changed. I have been moved from five block 
to two block (short corridor).

I have not been notifi d why I’ve been moved but 
I have not asked. It doesn’t matter. What does is 
what I’m about to tell you and describe.

The short corridor, as it is commonly referred to, 
is designed to house those men that the prison 
believes are gang members or gang associates that 
are involved in gang activities! Based on this be-
lief the activities of the men housed there, includ-
ing me now, have added restrictions (unwritten) 
and greater scrutiny, a larger emphasis on mail!

Because it is through mail and visits that the 
authorities gather information on alleged gang 
members and associates, the sending and receiv-
ing time of mail is somewhat slower. One way to 
keep on top of the mailing and turn around time 
is to always put the date sent and date received.

Also so we can avoid any undue delays I will 
always try to be as clear as I can when speaking 
about something. I state that because the guards 
here are always looking for hidden or ambiguous 
terms, phrases, or lines. When such confusion is 
detected, it could, and would, in all likelihood, 
effect our corresponding.

Let me see if I can describe why I believe I’ve 
been moved. I recently attended my Institutional 
Classifi ation Committee hearing (ICC). In ICC 
my housing status was supposed to be reviewed 
for placement into the step-down program 
(SDP) Th s program allows prisoners housed in 
isolation indetermenately the opportunity to be 
released into the general population (GP) Here’s 
the sticker. Prisoners classifi d as gang members 
are not eligible (to be released into the general 
population), and prisoners classifi d as gang as-
sociates are.

When I was released from the SHU in 2008, the 
gang unit here and the Director’s Review Board 
(DRB) released me as an inactive gang associ-
ate. When I was locked up again in 2009, it was 
based on confide tial information provided by 
unidentifi d confide tial informants. The Offic
of Correctional Safety validated me on items of 
information from the informant. I was validated 
as a gang associate. A year later I was issued a 
new document which stated my status as a gang 
associate was changed to refl ct gang member-
ship. Here’s the problem. To make that decision 
there “must” be some information to substanti-
ate that alteration and that information must be 
provided to me. There isn’t any such information 
and if there is it was never provided to me. That 
violates the California Department Rules.

When I was at ICC I informed them of the 
ambiguous classifi ation and the violation of my 
rights. I requested access to the SDP, release to 
the GP and correction of my gang status. Their 
answer, intimidation, and a move to the short 
corridor.

I have already filed an inmate appeal, but I believe 
I’ll have to litigate. In any event I don’t anticipate 
release from isolation for years to come. Like I 
said, all bad news!
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April 28, 2013

I received a letter, quite wonderful one, from 
Margie letting me know how wonderful the sym-
posium on Long Term Solitary Confi ement in 
California At Scripps College was, and in particu-
lar, how outstanding you were.

After reading Margie’s letter I was fl ored? I 
mean I was totally blown away!! What she did 
was allowed me to see you and all your work. You  
put my name on the brains of people in the free 
world! You made me human! For that I stand and 
hug you. I hold you in my embrace and whisper, 
thank you. I really did this in the dark solitude 
of my cell in the late hours of the night when 
everything was still and quiet. I held you in my 
arm’s and spoke into the imaginary winds swirl-
ing through the corridors of my mind, in that 
moment in the only way I knew how I said thank 
you, thank you, Sheila!

Today is Sunday, April 28th, and I have not yet 
received a copy of your (our) book. When and if 
it comes I’ll immediately let you know. 

I’m really enjoying the book “The God Particle”. 
At times I fi d it somewhat difficult to under-
stand, but I’ll read it over and over again until I 
pick it up. Or I’ll simply accept the inability to do 
so and move on (smile). I do like the way Leder-
man writes, making the topic enjoyable, and the 
story humorous. Who would have thought the 
term humorous when referring to physics would 
be mentioned?

Let me tell you about my new environment. It’s 
the same (mostly) except there is one man less in 
my new pod. In my last cell and pod there was 
one cell and two men making nine men in the 
section. In the pod now everyone is single celled. 
I’m able to speak with any one of the other seven 
men in the pod through the bars, of course. Most 
people in my new environment have been in 
solitary confi ement many years longer than in 
my last pod, so social communication skills are 
dwarfed and socializing limited.

Right now I’m the new kid on the bloc, sort of 
speaking. I bring numerous new stories from my 
adventures over the last ten years since the short 
corridor was created for the purpose of isolating 
those housed therein.I have tales of people, places 
and things, plus I’m getting put up on all 

the stories that have been developed in the short 
corridor (quid pro quo).

One of the guys here in my new pod was talking 
to some guy over the tier and I was ear hustling 
(smile). He mentioned to the other guy his lady 
sent him some post cards of cats. He told the per-
son he was talking to “What the hell am I going to 
do with post cards of kittens?!” He offered them 
to the other person free but the guy didn’t want 
them. I interrupted their conversation and offered 
to buy them for three Sunday night desserts off
my tray (deal!!). I was thinking of your cats. You 
can share them with them (smile).

I better close this short story. I know you are busy. 
Please know you are, day and night, thought of. 
Thank you for sharing your kindness and gener-
ous spirit with me. See you in my dreams.

Sempre Contigo,
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May 29, 3013

How are you doing today? I’m fi e, and life keeps 
moving on. I’m staying busy and trying to learn 
something daily. I wanted to send this letter your way 
because I heard about both the books you so elo-
quently put tighter. After over two months the guards 
fi ally admitted to receiving both books and keeping 
them without notifying me per prison rules, like they 
are suppose to. 

I was getting read to start to set the groundwork to 
seek both criminal and civil charges. But, now that 
they have returned our property, I’m satisfi d to sim-
ply send the books back. But, now you can see how 
those guards participate in criminal activities and 
have a total disregard for the rules and regulations 
that they profess to adhere to. It’s a telling sign as to 
the character of integrity of people claiming to have 
both.

Anyhow, they are charging me $15.00 to send them 
back out. I’m sending them to a few people who will 
enjoy reading them. I regret I am not going to be able 
to see them, and the guys here in my pod feel the 
same way. Everyone wanted to read them. 

Oh, the reasons they told me I couldn’t have them are: 
“The book violated CCR Title 15, Division 3, Section 
3378)C((8)(B) Tattoos and symbols as it depicts gang 
symbols in drawing format; Section 30069(C)(15)(A)
(17)(A)(B)1,2 as it shows a drawing of exposed fe-
male breasts; Section 3139(A)(1)(B) correspondence 
between inmates; and Section 3006(C)(3) contra-
band…” I was told some of the pages referenced were 
pages 73, 94 and 115.  Because I know that these 
guards can make some of the claims stick, I’m sending 
the books out. 

But, even though I cannot have them, I want you 
to know that I’m very, NO, I’m extremely proud of 
you and honored by what you did. I am in print and 
people can now read about my life from a world 
intentionally kept secret to escape condemnation. You 
gave me relevance and I am thankful. 

See you in my dreams,

Jack L. Morris
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Additional
Materials
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Source: Centerforce.org
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Pelican Bay State Prison, Crescent City, California. over 1,000 people live in solitary confi ement in 
the SHU (Security Housing Units), the white cross of buildings in the foreground. They live in win-
dowless concrete cells with steel doors that have slots for food delivery. Prisoners never see the sun 
and never touch another human being. According to UN Special Rapporteur on torture Juan E. Men-
dez 
“...solitary confi ement should be banned by States as a punishment or extortion technique...Indefin te 
and prolonged solitary confi ement in excess of 15 days should also be subject to an absolute pro-
hibition...”(1) According to an article published by Mother Jones, the average time people are held in 
solitary confi ement at Pelican Bay is 7 1/2 years.(2)

(1) UN Source: https://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=40097&;Cr=torture&Cr1=%20ForceRe-
crawl:%200#.UU7Co-0hxhI
(2) http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2012/10/map-solitary-confi ement-states                                     
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Jack L. Morris

Folsom Prison, 1983 Soledad Prison, 1987
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Pelican Bay SHU, 2013
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